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A CARTOON ON LABOR DAY BATON
PLANNED BY JOHN MITCOEXL,
CONGRESS
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Maibirhcad, Mass., Sept. 3. The
first of the five races to be sailed oft
Marblehead for the Koosevelt Cup, U
ue races are
being sailed today.
held under tne joint auspices of the
Eastern jaeht Club of Boston, Mass.
and the Kaiserlkher Yacht Club of
Germany, and three German boats are
contesting for the Roosevelt Cup
against an equal number of American
boats, which were selected during the
elimination races held a few weeks
ago.
The American boats which are
defending the Roosevelt Cup against
the German challengers are the Auk,
the Caramba and the Vim. The Auk
was designed by E. A. Boardman and
is uwimI by Charles Francis Adams,
ihe Caramba was also designed by
Doardman and belongs to C. W. H.
r oster, while the Mm was designed
York,
by William Gardner of New
and Is owned by T. 1 Park ot the,
American Yacht Club. The yaclits are
limited in dimensions to 32 feet in
length, en the water line, beam and
uraught, and there is no time allow-- :
ance.
ihe sail area Is limited to
6jii tqiiaie feet. Karh yacht is re- quirt d to carry a crew of more t hit u
three, who must be native lorn c...- zens of the country in which 'be yacht
was built. The Roosevelt Cup goes
to the owner of the yacht which first
wins three rares or wins the fifth
laie ot the series.

j

(ioldutid, Nev., Sept. 3. Joe Cans
the colored pugilist, who will fight
Battling Nelson for the lightweight
championship this evening, is still the
general favorite, only a few hours be
fore the great tight. So great is th
confidence in his prowess and skill
that bets of two to one in favor of
Oans were made quite freely. One of
the unusual conditions of the match
is that the contestants must tip the
scales three times today. The first
weighing took place at noon, the second will be at half past one and the
third at 3 o'clock and in no case is
either of the contestants allowed lo
weigh more than 133 pounds.
Both fighters are in excellent condl- t ion and seem confident of success.
Both have worked hard to prepare
themselves for the fight and the thous- amis of ooxing enthusiasts assembled
here to witness the great fight are
confident that the two men will put
up a battle worth seeing.
St. Louis Wool Market.
St. Louis, Sept. a. Wool steady.
Territory and western mediums, 24
-- Sc;
flue medium, lsi22c; fine,
'(
17c.

Kansas City Sheep Market.
Kansas City, Sept. 3. Sheep, 7.0011,
market steady. Muttons $4.5o'fj 5.60;
lambs, Iti.xuii i.50; ewes, L25i 5.O0.
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New York, SepL 3. Labor Dar is
Boise, Idaho, Sept. 3. The
fourteenth annual Irrigation Congress celebrated today throughout the coun
opened here today with a large at- try, and, Judging from reports coming
tendance from all parts of the United in from cities in all part ot the,
Representatives
States.
of every United State, and even the Dominion
state government, ot the government ot Canada, toe celebration la mora
of the United States, delegates ap- general thl year than ever before.
pointed by mayor of cities from all Owing to the prosperous condition E
parts of the country, representatives labor in every branch of industry the
of commercial, industrial and financial celebrations this year are on a much-organizations, of agricultural and hor- larger and more pretentious scare
ticultural societies, ot the various than ever before attempted.
Here, as well a in all large and
societies ot engineers, delegates representing various irrigation compan- medium sized cities parade form the
ies, immigration societies, etc., an feature of the official celebration.
many other prominent persons, inter- Only in a few cities, like Knoxvllle,
ested in tne suDject ot irrigation are Tenn., Reading, Pa., Nashville, Tenn..
among those attending the congress, etc., no parade were held, but In
which will be in session until Sep- stead there were band concert, picnics, athletic games, fire work and
tember 8, inclusive.
An interesting program hag been other forms ot pastime.
The parade in New York wilt be
arranged for the congress.
It will
embrace a consideration and dfscus-sto- held In t- -e afternoon and it is expected
taat there will be more than
of tue following main features:
Saving tne forests; storing the floods, 30,000 workmen n line. Many of the
reclaiming tne deserts; establishing labor organizations will hold picnics
of homes on the reclaimed land. The in various park and resort after the
congress is held in the midst of irri parade. Coney Island and the other
gation projects showing every state of beach resorts offer special attractions
development. Two of the greatest en for the day and will undoubtedly be
terprises of tne Reclamation Service crowded to their fullest capacity.
large Labor Day par
Boston nas
of the United
States government,
the largest Carey Act proect In the ade and scores ot popular feasts and
United States, and smaller 'proposi picnics in the afternoon and evening.
en It Is estimated that 35,000 men march
tions of private and
terprise, ranging from the first year ed in the parade. Many organizations
of operation to fifty years of constant which nave not marched for several
use, will be taken as object lessons, years took part in the parade this
teaching practical irrigation from a year. '1 he mem tiers of the city counwere not invited to take part, ow
The Evening Citizen, a short time ago, requested John Mitchell, president of the United Mine Worker of practical standpoint. Ample arrange cil
ing to some recent differences bements
use
have
for
of
been
made
the
America, to plan a labor cartoon, the came to be executed by Cartoonist Bushnell.
Mr. Mitchells' Idea follows
the division of the congress on engi tween the council and the labor or
(
and the accompanying picture by Mr. Bushnell la the result.
neering and mechanics, which will ganizations.
'
The parade In Baltimore was larger
JOHN MITCHELL'S LETTER,
IDEA.
'.
uold meetings
of special interest
It occurs to me that a realistic and Instructive partoon apropos of Labor Day, would be a portrayel of chaok,
throughout" tha congress.
Stereoptl than ever before, and Included thirty
as represented by a vast crowd of human being working without system, with no definite object, each going con view of work under construction bands. In .the afternoon there will
and completed will be used In Illus- be athletic games and other enterhi own way, regardless of the Interest or the welfare of hi fellow, and from the center of this ma, emerging,
trating addresses and reports. A com tainments, and n the eventg the lire
Phoenix-lika
of
typical, strong, conscious workman, having In hi hand om Implement of Industhe figure
prehensive exhibit of the products of work.
try.
The figure should rise above the confused man, should be d gnifled, intelligent and kind In appearance.
The earthquake and destructive fire
irrigation, including grains, grasses;
This is my conception of the dignity of labor.
fruit of all kinds, vegetables, and es- which visited ban Francisco materiIn connection with thi suggestion, Carlyle'a word might be apt:
pecially sugar beets, has been arrang ally Interfered with the celebration
"Thl that they call organized laboi
I
the universal, vital problem of the- world."
ed in quarters adjoining the conven- of Labor Day in that city, but the
Your truly,
tion hall where the congress la hold- leustomary parade was not omitted
JOHN MITCHELL,
ing its sessions. The session today this year. Some of the more prosPresident of United Mine Worker of America.
was opened by Vice President Fair perous unions, like the building trade
banks and there were about 1.&00 unions, the painters, teamsters, furnetc.,
handlers,
contributed
iture
delegates present.
was sent to the warden of the penienough to make the holding of a paHOW SANTA FE RECEIVED tentiary by Mr. Bursum on July 11 STOCKMEN OPEN OFFICE President Roosevelt Send Message, rade possible.
Los Angeles also had a big parade
and has been there ever since.
The following Is an extract from
friends, which certainly
and employed not only every union
message
to
from
convention
the
read
band, but also every
comprise nine-tentband
of the residents
President Roosevelt;
THE H.
IN KANSAS CITY
in the city for that occasion.
of Santa Fe, are confident tiiat he will
To
Members
Omcers
and
of
the
the
In Vancouver, B. C, Labor Day
bear investigation of his methods
Irrigation Congress, Boise, Idaho.
was celebrated without a parade, but
while at the penltenlary, and of the
Operations
under
reclamation
the
were picnics, and other enterpenitentiary books If an examination
act, which I signed on June 17, 1902 there
FOR
'
for all.
is made ot all parts, and that the
have len carried on energetically tainment
Winnipeg
Montreal,
Toronto
and
will show that Mr. Bursum
during the four years since that date. bad large
Is no embezzler and was not untrue
parades and entertainments
consisting
service,
The
reclamation
all kind in honor of the day.
to his trust, 'the community knows
Nine-Tenth- s
over 400 skilled engineers and ex of Thousads
of the People that the published
Murdo MacKenzIe Says They of
of workmen of Lefistoa
statements are
pert s In various lines, has been or
joined the
and are not entitled to the honIs now .handling the and other cities in Maine
ganized,
'it
and
Positive That He Has Been est consideration
Were Compelled to Do
workmen of Portland, Me., in their
of well meaning and
rapidity
effectiveness.
work
with
and
Day celebration, which surtaoughttul culzens or business men.
Construction is already wen advanced Labor
True to His Trust.
passed every celebration of the day
This Because
on twenty-thre- e
great enterprises in ever
here.
the arid states and territories. Over Theheld
parade in Pittsburg was unus1,000,000 acres of land have been lam ually large
KILL
TROOPS
every union wa repWANTED TO BE REPRECOMMISSION MOUSES
out for irrigation and of this 200,000 resented by and
a float. In Reading, Pal.
acres are now under ditch; 800 miles no parade was
SENTED BUT WAS DENIED
held, but there were
HAD RAISED CHARGES of canals ana ditches and 30,000 feet
popular games, athletic contests, band
COAL MINERS
of tunnOel have been completed; and concerts
and in the evening there will
16,0oo,00t cubic yards ot earth and
Special to Tne Evening Citizen.
Kansas City, Sept. 3. Murdo Mac 3,000,000 cubic yards of rock have be Are work.
1
An unusually grand celebration was
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 3. The pub-kenzie of Trinidad, Colorado, presi- been moved. Detailed topographic arranged
in Birmingham, Ala., includlicatlon of tne expert report on the '
surveys have been .extended over 10,- ing a parade
National
the
Live
American
dent
of
and picnic, which were
penitentiary, when Hon. H. O. Bursum
square
country
miles
000
within
of
the
by Governor
Stock association and direction in
was superintendent,
Jelks, the
attended
published in the1
located
is
which
work
reclamation
the
mayor
Morning Journal, created no surprise
of the city and other prominlivestock Commission and 20,(a)0 miles ot level lines have
here as the matter has been talked One Hundred and Seventy: company, was at the stock yards this been run. Three hundred buildings ent omcials.
about upon the street corners and In
morning, when S. G. Burnside and P. including offices and sleeping quarters
the saloons for weeks past, and Its
Five of the Miners Said
J. Khrke, former members of the for workmen, nave been erected by the
principal parts were well nown. Bur-- ;
AT
and about an
stock exchange but now agents of the reclamation service
sum had asked to have an expert
to
Be
by
equal
Killed.
Over
contractors.
the
numtier
company
Commission
present at the examination on hla beopened an office in opposition to the 10,000 men and snout 6,000 horses
half, In orde rto make the report dual,
present employed.
LAST CAPTURED
ijaiisas City Live Stock exchange areTheat period
but this was denied him uy the auth-of general surveys and
"We are not here to fight anybody or
oritles. ihe sentiment of the people IN PENNSYLVANIA A
anybody out of business," said examinations for projects is past,
generally here is in favor of Mr. Buris now concentrated in getting
UE.AULY KIUI nrniPPFni MacKenzIe, "but our actum was made
sum.
water upon a sufficient area of
the
Chicago, Sept. 3. A special to the
by
'absolutely
the
concerted
nectssary
Seven years ago, when Mr. Burirrigable land in each project to put Tribune from Gibraltar says:
"Paul
action of the commission houses in all it"
sum took charge, the penitentiary
revenue-producinTo
a
basis.
on
l'etrosonky. Hungary, Sept. 3. As the markets, whereby they arbitrarily
O. Stensland, president and wrecker
hud Ixen running at a deficit of about
point
bring all the projects to this
$15,000 per year, and convicts' earn- - the result of a collision between raised the price for handling our pro will require upwards of Hu,iM)o,oOO. of the Milwaukee Avenue State bank.
Gibraltar for the east coast of
ings were about 3,3uo per year. When, troops and the striking coal miners ducts.
which amount, it is estimated, will left
yesterday, just one hour and
Africa
.r.isursuin leu tue penitentiary tne here today 175 miners were killed.
from
receipts
he available from the
CALIFORNIA EDITORS ARE
before the representaforty
minutes
various buildings and holdings of the
the
public
disposal
of
lands for
OFF FOR HONOLULU the
tive of the Tribune and United States
institution had increased to $jo,iju0
1ju1-08- .
years
San Francisco, Sept. 3. About fifty
Attorney Harry Olsen arrived, after
and the annual income amounted to BAD CONDITION PREVAILS
IN OUR OWN COUNTRY members of the Southern California
133,000.
trailing
him from America to England,
MAJOR DEVOL PROMOTED
thence to Gibraltar, to Tangier, back
The charges that Bursum took $400
Punxsutawney, Pa.. Sept. 3. Two Editorial association sailed Satur
EAST
TO
FROM
WEST
com
Steamship
day
on the Oceanic
belonging to John Donovan, who was members nf the mai. pnnBtnhularv
to Gibraltar, and to several Spanish,
Washington, D. C, Sept. 3. Among towns. Stensland U traveling under
foreman of the clay yards, is positive- are dead, one is dviim and two others Pauy's steamer Alameda, for Hono-ar- e
to
on
,lley
to
"'re
the Important changes which are
ly disproven by the statement of Itob-e- rt
the alias of P. Olsen of Norway. One
"I"'1 arrlve
wounded as the result of a riot
women
numerous
Garrett, the former assistant su- with Italians at Florence, seven miles heptemi.er i. 1 ney win Ban on meir be made In the next few weeks will of Stensland's
Sepbe the detail of Major J. B. Ballinger friends, who thought she had been
perintendent, and W. D. Newcomb. from hnre voHteninv. On Italian is return trip on the Sonoma on
former clerk, who state that the dead, another slightly wounded and U'tuber 18. and expect to arrive here of the quartermaster's department, to shabbily treated, put the Tribune In
uuring tne ten duty as depot quartermaster in San possession ot the first hint as to his
money due on vouchers was paid to 'two are umler arrest, while the house !n
Donovan from time to time unrl that in which the rioters iiarrlra,t.,i t hum - days wnicn tne eunors win spena in Francisco, and as superintendent, of whereabouts.
Wa Later Captured.
when collected on the vouchers It was selves is a wreck from the dynamite tll" Hawaiian Islands they will make the army transport service. In which,
in--- t
especially, he will succeed Major C. A.
A later special cablegram to the
reimbursed Into the cash drawer at used by the troopers to dislodge the a "'""" ul "'
Devol, who has been doing excellent Tribune aunounces that Stensland was
u' lliu yuuaiiu .nuiiua 'c.
the penitentiary, just as In the case rioter
work in connection with the relief captured today in Tangier. He was
of many other accounts.
TODAY'S BASE BALL.
project in San Francisco, and now arrested at 8 o'clock this morning In
With the exception of about twenty INTERNATIONAL WIRELESS
comes to Washington as a member of the Knglish poatofflee at Tangier by
personal enemies of Mr. Bursum, and
TELEGRAPH CONGRESS
National League.
the general staff. .Major Devol has the Tribune representative and states
the citizens generally
B rlin, Sept. 3.
The International'
A' Piltsburg
been persistently spoken of as the Attorney Olsen. Stensland agreed to
was' Pittsburg
here take no stock in the charges, (Vlreless
Telegraph congress
general of the return peaceably to Chicago.
next quartermaster
although hundreds of copies of the opened here today, with nearly every rit. l.otiis
army, when there thall be a vacancy
Morning Journal were received In this curoiKan
government, tue
United
Cashier Herlng i Glad.
At Philadelphia
position.
It is
In that Important
A reward 01 $3,000 had been offered
city. The special dispatches
from States and many e'her foreign coun- - Brooklyn
most
U
Secretary
Taft
known that
delegates. Among 1 hiladelphla
for arrest of Stensland and many dehere to the Morning Journal to the tiles re.'resen'ed
favorably inclined toward Major De- tectives have been hunting for him.
effect that everybody here was shock- the American delecates are Ambassa
was
officer
vol, and the fact that that
Brigadier General James
American League.
Henry W. Hering, formerly cashier
ed are the laughing stock of the town. dor Tow-trchosen of two quartermasters recomof the bank, expressed pleasure at
Boston
They were cooked up by a corre- Allen. Hear Admiral il. N. Manney,
mended for detail to the general staff the capture of stensland and declared
spondent who gets paid by the space. John l..x Wa'erbury and several oth- - lio.vm ...
Indicates that there may be some that the trial ot Stensland would show
The statements, in fat. in the re ers. Many impor'ant matters con thing in the Impression that Major Hering had been the dupe of Stens-dla- n
At Clevtlandport, are disproved by facts given in cernlng the regtiU'iou of wireless
.10 Devol Is In line of ultimate
other portions. The J initial whicn teiegrapuy will come up lor considers - I lev
and bad suffered through hi fChl(-:ij;. 3
inancial manipulations.
was reported noi to nave been found tion.
j
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PARADE AHEAD

President Intimates No New Pro- Why Should Organized Labor Oc
cupy Entire Program of Day In
jects Till Present Ones Are
All Places Reported?
Placed On Paying Basis.

Friends, the Latter on the Dolphin, to Witness
the Imposing Spectacle.

har-ibo-

1

Roosevelt Sends Parade Feature Predominated
Message and
But In Some Places Cave
Fairbanks Attends.
Way To Concerts.

President and Mrs. Roosevelt Were Accompanied by Many

a

mm

President

CLOTHES

Oyster Bay, L. I., Sept. 3. Presi- first and the second squadrons. When
the Mayflower reached the lead of
dent Roosevelt, Secretary of the Navy
Maine,
Bonaparte, and Assistant Secretary or the column, and passed thepresident
ntlr fleet saluted the
the Navy Newberry, this forenoon re- thu
twontv-nneunn and then. &8
viewed the greawst fleet of modern with
between the
warships ever assembled under the the Mavfolwer passed again
saluted.
each shin
American flag. It was a grand and columns,
the
glorious spectacle, never to be forgot- Immediately after the review,
president visited the three flagships,
ten by those wno were fortunate and
in each case he was once more
enough to witness it. The entire fleet
bv the guns of each of the
consisted of 45 vessels, Including 12 saluted ships.
In all 1,(43 shots were
magnificent battleships, with a total three
the president, all of
of 1,178 guns, 812 officers and 15,ioo tired to salute pound
guns.
men. It was the strongest ueet in tnem from six
President Roosevelt, Secretary Bon
tonnage and number of guns ever
aparte, Assistant Secretary Newberry,
in American waters.
and
Although eminently suited for a Admiral Dewey, Admiral Evans
of the squadrons
r tne commodores
rendezvous of a large fleet, the
the Mayflower
of Oyster Bay does not offer took luncheon on board
In the afternoon
equally good facilities for viewing after the review.
president will witness a display
such an event from the shore. The the
will be on board
greatest part of the aore line is pri- of markmanship. HeMissouri
nas been
Maine and the
vate property and inaccessible and the
for the exhibition of shoot
for that reason the tnouBands of peo- selected
The Missouri holds the record
ple congregated here to witness the lug. quick
and accurate firing in the
grand spectacle were crowded to- for
fleet. The targets will be
gether in tne limited space to which American
placed at a dlstanoe of 1,500 yards
they could obtain access and many George
Pnnllps of Chicago, who won
were sadly disappointed.
by driving
The Ereat fleet, under the command the Missouri's distinction Inch
gun in
from a twelve
of Admiral Evans, began to arrive ten snells
target at a distance of 1,500
early on Sunday morning, The first to the will
point the twelve inch gun.
squadron, including Admiral Evan's yards,
S. Wlerzoowskl. another westerner,
llagshlp, the Maine, the Missouri, the J.
He holds
Kentucky and the Kearsage, in tne will point the six Inch ritle.
record for the fleet with the six
first division, and the Louisiana, the
gun. In the evening the whole
Khodd Island, New Jersey and Vir- inch
illuminated
ginia, In the second division, steam- fheet will be brilliantly
The West Virginia, Colorado, Penn
ed into the harbor about :30 o'clock. sylvanlla
and Maryland, which are un
Quietly tne monster ships steamed to
orders to proceed to Asiatic
their respective positions and cast der
waters, to relieve the Ohio and Wistheir anchors. An hour later they consin,
vill start on their long voy
were followed by the- - second squad- age tomorrow
and will not be seen in
ron, under Rear Admiral C. H. Davis,
waters
tor several years
Atlantic
the
Alabama,
flagship
including
the
and
will be under
squadron
to
come.
Ihe
Iowa,
and
the
Indiana
the Illinois, the
command of Rear Admiral Brown
In the first, and the West Virginia, tne
son,
Rear Admiral Brownson's flagship,
the Pennsylvania, the Colorado and
Guests of the President.
the Maryland, in the second division.
A salute of 21 guns, fired simultan
taken
vessels
nad
these
Soon after
eously Iiy every fighting craft in the
their positions, the third squadron ar- fleet of two score warships, greeted
rived, including the Puritan, Nevada, President .ioosevelt when he stepped
Florida, Arkansas, Minneapolis,
board the naval yacnt Mayflower
Last on
Cleveland and ijenver.
today to review the fleet. Earlier, Sec
cam the torpedo boats, destroyers, retary Bonaparte and the naval at
submarines and auxiliaries and the taches cf foreign governments had
troop ship, lankee. By noon all the boarded the Mayflower and, a large
vessels were anchored in their re- number of guests of President and
spective positions. During the rest of Mrs. Roosevelt were on board the
the day tuere was no communication Dolphin. While the review was tak
between the ships and the snore.
ing place
clouds began to break
Promptly at 8 o'clocic this morning away, and the
before it was finished the
every vessel of tne fleet began to put sun broke through, and brought out
on "full dress" and In a short time all tne splendor of the great white
strings of attle flags ran from mast to warships and the long
black torpeuo
mast, from stern to bow, of every one boat destroyers.
of the vessels. Everything was done
in the most business like manner,
Evans Proud of Hit Fleet.
without excitement or any demonstraAs Rear Admiral Evans yesterday
tion of hurry or confusion. By 10: j surveyed from the bridge of his flag
everything was in readiness for the ship, Maine, the 45 vessels of his
review. So visible signals were ex- command, stretching more than three
changed. If any signals were given miles down the sound in three col
at all they were probably wireless umns. he was enthusiastic but not
messages.
boastful.
it is only a little fleet,
Shortly before 11 o'clock. President he Bald, uut a very select one.
Roosevelt, Secretary Bonaparte and wish it were three times as big.
Assistant Secretary Newberry boarded would advocate tne assembling ot
the Mayflower and steamed to the fleet like this but larger, annually. It
head of the first squadron, Admiral would have a splendid educational
Evans' flagship, Maine, and the re- effect, not only on the men ot the
view began
fleet but on the people generally.
Method of Review.
Day Opened Stormy.
The Mayflower passed along the
The day opened stormy, at Inter
eoutn side of the first squadron, which
was ancnored next to the shore, and vals hard rain being driven before
then between that squadron and the the stiff but variable winds. President
torpedo boat flotilla, back along tne Roosevelt did not mind the rain in the
north side of the second squadron, least and apparently it had no effect
thence along the south side of tne on the crowds which gathered to view
torpedo craft, and .back between thethe imposing spectacle.
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Atlantic Fleet Comprising Forty Five
Fighting Ships Is Reviewed at
Oyster Bay by President.
EVERY

LABOR DAY
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ALBUQUERQUE
Tillman: look forward to the ponder
ous arguments of Joe Rnlley as to the
constitutionality of through or thru.
And when ou think of these things,
does th suggestion that phonetism
may become an Issue between the
pnrtlea sound so shockingly out of
place?
And If Williams and Tillman and
Bailey attack the president's spelling
reform, win not Lodge and Knox and
And
Spooner rush to Its defense?
what else, pray you, Is required to
create a political Issue, than the
Slants of one party arguing for and
the giants of the other party mguiiig
against a th.ng?
80 far as human rye can discern
on the horizon of the future which
the energy of a Roosevelt has made
so full of promise of spectacular
things, there Is Just one chance that
escape
the republcan party may
standing for, and the democratic
party against .reforming the English'
language. It lies In the possibility
that there may be efTected that realignment of the parties 01 which we
have heard so much, if a considerable faction of republicans refuse to
endorse Carnegieism and a considerable faction of the democrats refuse
to oppose It, then may come the
breaK-uwhich other Issues have
threatened, but never achieved.
Shall the parties of the future be
known as ae Phonetics and
or wouid Carneglelsts and
WebsteriKs be the better designations? And how the times promise
to try men's souls! We have been
taught to believe that out of the questions of slavery and states' rights
there were conjured up all t.e passions capable of being aroused In the
human breast. But what was slavery
or states" rlgnts alongside though or
tho? Did the government of the people, for the people and by the people
pass through the ordeal of Civil war
and the bitterness of reconstruction
only to be smashed to smitnereens on
the rock of kissed or klst?
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ON

WIT OVER

Washington, official,
and servitor, been discussing the spelling reform order that
not much attention nas' been paid to
the actors on the stage of politics.
Yet in several of the states there are
contests well worth the watching.
piece Is
Out in onie a serio-comion the baords, under the caption "The
or, The
Troubles of the Senators;
Mr. Burton,
Wlcted
ir. Uurton.
who is known as a scnolar in politics
and who has managed to keep his
hands clean and his name untarislied
even In congress, hns conceived the
idea that the endorsement of the state
convention should be less enthusiastic
in the case of Senators Koraker and
Dick than it should be in the case
of President Roosevelt. The senators
are modest gentlemen and don't ask
a single hurrah or a solitary handclasp more thaa t.ie president gets,
but they want every adjtctive that
goes to any otner man, Roosevelt or
otherwise, and they mean to have it
or fight.
Of course, there is more back of
this than tne nitre question of how
enthusiastically
somebody shall be
endorsed. Endorsement was merely
selected as a peg to nang a scrap on.
There is Involved the leadership of
the Ohio republican party and possibly Ohio's atttltude toward the next
presidential nomination. The prospects of oecretary Taft undoubtedly
will be affected, although both sides
deny that there is any fight for or
against him.
The main Ibsub would seem to be
whether senator Dick is to lie de-- .
posed as boss of the state machine.
Burton gives publicity to the opinion
that republican chances of success at
the polls would bo enhanced if some
man other than Dick were at the head
of the organization. Then the republican revolutionists in Ohio rallied
around Burton and he now has a lighting organization that promises to
make- - things exceedingly lively at the
state convention on September 11 and
12.
This Is Burton's first real fignt
In the Held of state politics, and he
enters the arena under peculiarly
auspicious circumstances,
Inasmuch
aa he need take no thought of his
own Immediate political future. The
democrats up In Cleveland think so
well of him that they are not going
to oppose als
to congress,
bo he can slay dragons to his heart's
content, without bothering
about
things at home.
However entertaining and diverting
the Ohio tight may lie to outsiders, it
is a mighty strlous thing tor the two
Ohio senators.
Should Burton and
his forces triumph at the Dayton convention, there wni be a new deal alt
around. It would probably mean the
retirement of both Foraker and Dick
when their prtsent senatorial terms
expire, though an exception might oe
made in the case of the former. The
late Senator v'est of Missouri described the protective tariff as an
Interdependent mutuality of greed.
'1 hat's wtiat the anti-Dicrepublicans
call the Dick machine in Ohio, and
they declare they are going to smash
iu U they dok Burton will be the big
man in the new regime. Probably he
would come to the senate as Dick's
successor, and he might well be
Ohio's lavorite son In some republican national convention of the future.
So busy na

SPELLING

non-oflici-

The Citizen's Correspondent
Crows Merry In Connection

c

With Imaginary Results
OF PRESIDENT'S ADOPTION
OF SIMPLIFIED

Movement

SPELLING

In Ohio Politics Which

May Retire Both Foraker and
Dick From Senatorial Seats.
(By Sheldon 8. Cline.)

Special Correspondence.
Washington,

Sept. 3. Has
Invincible Roose
velt been hoist on- - the petard of
spelling reiorm'.' Is phonetlsm or
to become an issue be

lie

;
i

thought-to-b-

D. C.,

e

tween the parties?
It Is easy to Imagine aspirants for
presidential honors asking these ques
tions of themselves. And what a
Vonndless field for speculation it
opens up? If Mr. Roosevelt is to be

In 1908, as a
Kreat many good people are con
vinced he will be, a decent regaru
for the seemliness of things would
require that the national platform be
written phonetically, thus officially
rommitting the republican party to
tke Carnegie school of spelling. And
there would opportunity knock at the
democratic
A straight out
door.
iUcW in the democratic platform de- 'taring against any presidential nion
keying with the king's English would
rally to the cause goodness knows
sow many repub.ican voters who had
hard enough time learning spelling
ace, and who would rather risk a
fksatocratic administration man tackle
the Job again.
Of course, it may come to such a
rasa as this, but Just now spelling
reform Is paramount. Tariff reform
teat one, two, three. Regulation of
the railroads has become a cheap
and common thing alongside the regulation of vowels and consonants.
Kven the matter of governmental
ataraerahip of transportation lines has
keen forced to a rear seat by the
question of Mr. Roosevelt's ownership
I the English language.
A prominent senator suggests that
the president should be known tu
future generations as "Roosevelt, the
Kcgnlator."
He forced congress to
regulate railroad rates, and congress
claim it really enjoyed the Job; he
issued a proclamation for the regulation of the sice of American families,
and a good many American women
no pretense of enjoying it; and
now he 'has set out to regulate the
clam-ajrtoEnglish language, despite
cif pedantic professors and the
lings of the liritish lion. What
hare the English got to say, anyhow,
about how English shall oe written.
Not in old England, but in young
America, is planted the seed that is
o save the tongue of Shakespeare
tmm Joining the ghostly legion
wlKre march the Greek, the latln
die Hebraic, and other languages that
hate no place in the world of living
things. These are the days of the
strenuous life, and there is nothing,
Ituui a man's re"?ion to the color of
his Lair, that may not be made liio
auhjoct of magisterial BUpcrvlb.vii.
There may lie those wno will as
Mume that the foregoing was written
la a spirit of levity. Without a ill fili
ation or denial as to that, lure is
ttuoelhing thai is presented in all
con
Mrfciusness:
When congress
venes next fall there Is likely to be
the vtry deuce of a time over Mr.
ttuosevell's spelling reform. Tue ex
eative departments, of course, will
ajell phonetically, as the president dl
rtrta. But the president cannot direct
as to how congress shall do i spelling. At least congress is not obliged
to obey his direction.
A situation will be presented of
JMBtnuHicatioim from tho president
ked the executive departments going
o congress aliened phonetically, and
h- they are printed by order of
Kigr-.sin tne Record, or otherwise,
twy will
in old faahioned
Keshan. The public printer cannot
te the pruning of congntss in the
Varuf-fi- e
Roosevelt style, unless
by resolution go direct.
It Is
not ti ue doubted that some zealous
frlwnj of the administration jiil
in toimie or bouse such a
rewiiution.
Then Pandora's box will
1Kt, aud tuere will be a debate II
Air the gods and the laughter of the
.actons. Imagine the smooth, oily,
stingiug, bit ug, sarcasm of John
Sli&rp lVi..,anis; think of the Javelin
cSirunia aud hammer blows of 11 n

the republican nominee

nde

uj

a

k

The almost daily changes in the
New York situation are watched as
closely in Washington as tney are
In the Empire Mate. A week or ten
days aro Hearsu's chance of securing
the democratic nomination for governor was regarded as at least a 3 to
1 shot,
lueodds have been dropping
since, and there is talk now of Jerome as an tven money proposition.
It is not. However, the persunil fortune of either Jerome or Hearst
that Interests democrats In Washing-Uinit is the involved Issue or the
things for which Hearst stands. Democratic senators and representatives
111
town, and a good many of them
are here just now far consultation at
campaign headquarters,
are agreed

;
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Pharmacy

WHERE QUALITY
EXCEEDS PRICE

wasA'AoAofeafe"hk"

ss
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m-nd- s

NEW MEXICO

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private. Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrow-

On

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

Facilities.

ing.

THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

Extends to Depositor? Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Ori'ICERS AND DIRECTORS
Luna, Presioent; W. S. 8trickler, V. P. and CashierJohnson, .'.sst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge,
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E.

Solomon

REAL ESTATE

Cro-awel-

Solicit

J

W

-

Solo-

l.

Tl-Jer-

HOUSES

m

1

BACON

peun.--

o

Mrs. Bambini, at

her parlors,

No.

ALSOQUHRQtra. N.

REAL

AM

ESTATE

205 West Gold

ML

Directs

President
.,..
.....
..Ylee President
...........
Cashier
Cashier

....,...

Auto Phone 578

AssOotaat
Director
MJ

......
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V. & BKPOttTOBY.

j

Ii'Sr"

....$..
$60.0KMi

Oapttal
Pale Up CaeltsJ, Surplus aa4 ProfMa
Aatfcorteea

CARDS

LAWYERS.

."

W

Depository far Atchison, Topoka A Saata T

Railway Company

Ira M. Bond.
ATTOU-.'EAT LAW. 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,

lands, patents,
copyrights, caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D, Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquerque, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

E. W. Dobson.

ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office,
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.

CAPITAL
$100,000.00
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, . . . 22,000.00

Crom-

Interest Paid on Hme Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of the Wor.d

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Graht block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by

We Want Your

mall.

Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12: J p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Appointments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.
Office,

O. N. Marron.
V.

II.

Banking Business

DIRECTORS
Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Miera.
J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

DR. R. L. HUST.
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
6--

Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments
given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.

y

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

A. BORDERS.

Commercial Club Building. Black
and White Hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling-ford- .
Rooms 46 47, Barnett building,
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

J. R. Farwell.
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thos. K.
Office with W.
Gold avenue.

D. Maddison.
B. Chlldera, 117

RODERICK

STOVE.-i-

,

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

West
SHOWER BATH BENEFITS

E.' E.

Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
90G
West Railroad avenue. Automatic 'phone, 179.
EXAMINER

are simply a ''terra Incognita" to the
man who never trUd tnem. If we fit
up a bath-tufor you s it shoul ! be
equipped namely, with a shower attachment, the" comfort, coolness and
enjoyment y:u'II obtain these not
aummcr days and night will make you
our fiieiuls tor life. Ask us a'"oit
pr.ces.
We carry the finest line of garden
hose in the city.
b

OF TITLES.

H. R. "WHITING.

South Second Street, First
National Bank building,
Albuquerque. N. M.
Examiner and abstracter of landj
tiyes. including those of Spanish and
Mexican origin.
No.-

-

119

Review

of Keith's Magazine for September.
The first fall uumber of Keith's
Magazine on Home Building gives to
prospective buildt rs a collection of
most pUasing and artistic house designs with numerate cost. This number will prove of articular value to
those who are desirous of knowing
more about modern hardwood floors
and their finishings. A special article
on this subject with color card Insert
illustrating a dozen various sgcimens
of flooring Is given; a helpful study
of wall decoration taking up the subject of friezes, illustrated with five examples; the regular monthly department on decorating the home, economics and serving at the table with
other notes of interest make up a
most helpful magazine for prospective
home builders. On sale at all news
stands, 15 cents per copy. Published
by M. I.. Keith, Minneapolis, Minn.

West Railroad avenue, is prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, tre-- t corns,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicur
ing. Mrs. Bambini own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and improves the complexion,
and is guaranteed not to be injurious.
She alo prepares a hair tonic that
cures and prevents dandruff and balr
railing out; restores lite to dead hair; MOTT'S PENNYROYAL
PILLS
removes moles, warts and superfluous
Tin y ou'ieoine
ruMim. h rt'tru
hair. Also
face powder, a freck'.u
i it (l lit! uiilllil',llit'i
tiyor
" Jin ii
tm nt naand ltd
in
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
rn.iv "I.IO hiitrrs"
il, u " 1
All of iheje preparations tro pureiy
mIiIiim tl
totrlrUatnt wttiiiaiiliutMi.
v.'loim of rtraii ami bl) Nu
vegetable compounds. Have Just adkiiowu n iitfly tr H.nnvti ful
('.tiitu-(I if ii.
ito hum lt(
ded a vibrator maeb ne for treatment
1
irMirt'.
ft. una
tr l
of scalp, face and cure of wrlukles,
h lit I 1. Hold li tlrilHSllatsU
KOTT CUEM1CAL CO..itiI4.u
It is also used for rheumatism, pains
FOR BALLS BY u ANN & SON.
and massage
209

SANTA FE RY.

,.....,....

LOANS

PROFESSIONAL

s4

Otneom
JOSHUA S. XATNOLDB
M. W. FLOURNOT
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. T. KXTNOLDSI

BASHINSKY

&

&

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

PORTERFIELD CO.
110 West Gold Ave.

rn

Ba-rel-

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

For Sale By

'

2,

LOTS

RANCHES

n

in the curative
of S. S. S
111 all bloMl trouliKs
yet we re;ll,c Ulat in 8ollle c;lses ca'uses unknown tc
the patient often hinder the lu etlects of the medicine.
this reason w
have luaintainrHl for many years a branch to our business known
as "Out
Consultation Departnient. " This
composed of regularly
graduated .and licensed phy.suiaus who have madeis blood
hkin disease.
their 8i.ec.al study, and who are employed solely to advise and
and help, without
charge, those who use S S. S. Thousands of people
have been cured of
blood and Kkin diseases of every l:in l by the use of S. S.
S.. and many ol
those who perhaps, at first did ivit find t!le results entirely
satisfactory,
wrote our physician a full st iteiiient of their case,
aud a little advice has.
tened the cure U e have uotlii.i- - t sill you, and the
only reason for want- n;r you to write to its .s that v 1.1 iy use every
etfort t see that you jr. t the
result from the medicine.
You can then help us by advisinv vnur
to use S. S. S.. which you will know from experience is
we claim
lor it. Nou can write with the assurance that all correspondence allis held
in
Itiutest confidence, and that our physicians will Kivc you helpful advfct
without charge.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., A TLAHTA, CA,
x--

1

Capital and Surplus, $ioo,ioo

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
store

WANTED A waiter or waitress at
Vendome hotel. "
WANTED Woman wants posltlon-Cacooiv or do second work part of
the day. Address M, Citizen office.
M ft
experienced
once,
WANTED At
seamstresses. Madam Proudflt, room
'
5, Grant building.
WANTED Woman to do plain cooking and general house work. Mat
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
thew's Jersey Dairy.
WANTED A good woman cook to
205 East Railroad Ave.
cook only one meal a day. Good
cook.
wages. Must be first-claGerman or Swede preferred. Ad
dress G. K. N. Citizen omce
second-han- d
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST WANTED Gentlemen's
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Senu address and
-g
Full Set of Teeth
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
ft
$6 V" II
Gold Crowns
girl, one
A good nurse
WANTED
Gold Filling
1
$1.50 up mj
who will assist with second work.
50c WW
Painless Extracting
Apply Mrs. Ivan Grunsfeld, 1009
Road.
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUARWANTED Gentlemen boarders on
ANTEED.
Ideal location for healtn. For
particulars address Box 84. No
careless invalids wanted.
grocery-maWANTED An experltucea
to solicit orders on delivery
wagon. Must not be afraid of hard
work. Young man preferred. AdB. F. COPP.
dress May Bros., Lag Cruces, N. M.
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING. NVANTEDTliTto $24 weekly salary
and expenses raid to energetic man
or woman employing agents for fast
that there Is in the New York conselling goods in New Mexico territest the possibility of far reaching intory. Experience unnecessary, perfluence on the democratic party. If
manent. References. Jos. Moore, 123
Hearst cantnres tho New York dem
Plymouth, Chicago, 111.
ocracy, tney point out, hp will be a
nsure in tne party s national counFOR RENT.
cils that cannot be Ignored, and the FOR RENT Nice, three-roohouse.
doctrines or which he stands will
florist.
Ives,
the
recognized
be
have to
in greater or
FOR RENT Elegant furnished rooms
lesser degree.
for gentleman only. Reasonable. 417
West Silver avenue,
A FATAL MISTAKE.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
Is Often Made by the Wisest of Alroom to gentleman employed. Broad
buquerque People.
near. 635 South Arno.
It's a fatal mistake to neglect back FOR RENT Large pleasant, lurulsh-room- ;
ache.
batn, electric light. ReasonBack ache Is the first symptom of
able. 418 West Silver avenue.
kidney ills.
FOR REN r Pleasant front rooms for
Serious complications follow.
reasonable
housekeeping.
Rent
Doan's Kidney Plllh cure them
Close in. Corner of Sixth street and
promptly.
Railroad avenue.
Don't delay until too late.
Until It becomes diabetes Brlght's FO R R EN T- - S a oon I n i oodloc a t !o n
in city; fixtures
and everything
disease.
ready for business. Apply to ConRead what an Albuquerque citizen
solidated Liquor Co.
says:
Mrs. J. H. Smith, of 115 Huning FORRENt Newly furnished rooms
avenue, wife of J. H. Smith, deputy
at the Mineapolis house, with or
without housekeeping, $1 per week
sheriff, says: "I have had back ache
for a month so severe that every
and up. Albuquerque, N. M.
movement I made hurt, and I never FOR" RETCottagea and" cottage
knew the moment but the slightest
flats, one to five rooms. Very nicestrain on the muscles of the back ly furnished, pianos, etc., to suit
brought a twinge that could only be
tenants. Mrs. Norris, No. 110 East
described as excruciating. I went to
Coal avenue, east end of viaduct.
a drug store for Doan's Kidney Pills
FOR SALE.
and took them. The remedy stopped
Since then I have FOR'saLE Elegant" Knabe "piano" in
the annoyance.
perfect condition. Apply 512 South
had no necessity to use Doan's KidBroadway.
ney Pills nor any other medcine for
aching across the small qf the back." FORSAoE-Bicyel-e
andgeneral "reFor sale by all dealers. Price fifty
pair shop with fine set of tools;
Foster-MIlbucents.
Co., Buffalo,
good paying business.
Porterfield
N. Y., sole agents for
the United
Co., 110 Gold' avenue.
States.
A hanasume Hardman
t'Oli SALE
Remember the name Doan's and
piano, in One condition and almost
62
take no other.'
new, at a bargain.
For particulars, call at this office.
NOTICE FOn PUBLICATION.
FOR SALE Fresh cider every day at
30 cents a gallon.
Order Colorado
(II. E. No. 6279.)
telephone, Black 252-or Albers
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Aug.
Bros." Dairy wagons. L. U. Albers,
23, 1906.
1930 South Railroad avenue.
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
settler has filed notice bOK SALe: A well established genof his Intention to make final proof
eral merchandise store, doing good
In support of his claim, and that said
business, in good country town;
proof will be made before the United
good reasons
for selling; store
States court commissioner at San Rabuilding and dwelling for rent or
fael, N. M., on October 5, 1906, viz:
sale. P. u. box 218.
Sec. FOR SALE
Juan Garcia, 2d. for the NW
The Minneapolis House,
8. Twp. 11 N., R. 8 W.
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty-fou- r
He names the following witnesses
rooms, all newly furnished,
to prove his continuous residence uppainted and papered. The best payon, and cultivation of, said land, viz:
ing property in Albuquerque. Any
Masedonlo
Ramirez, Ramon Serna,
otfer acceptable. Call or address C.
Jose Rafael Chavez, Bidal Chaves y
P. Warde, the Minneapolis House,
Montoya, all of San Rafael, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
FOR SA L E-- Fu r n I ture and fl ve years
Register.
lease (with privilege of seven years)
of Victoria hotel, Demlng, N. M.
Starving to Death.
Furniture can be sold with or withBecause her stomach was so weakout lease. Sickness of proprietor
ened by useless drugging that she
only cause of sale. Address John M.
could
not eat. Mrs. Mary H. WalCain, Deming, N. M.
ters, of St. Clair St., Columbus, O.,
was literally starving to death. She FOR SALE General
merchandise
business on the El Paso and Southwrites: "My stomach was so weak
western in eastern New Mexico.
from useless drugging that I could
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine opnot eat, and my nerves so wrecked
portunity for right party. Can exthat I could not sleep; and not beplain pood reason for selling. Lofore I was given up to die was I Incality healthiest in New Mexico. Adduced to try Electric Bitters; with
dress inquiries to this paper.
the wonderful result that improvement began ut once, and a complete
LOST.
cure followed." Best health Tonic on
earth. 00c. Guaranteed by all drug- LOST A bundle of clothes. Finder
gists.
please return to John Martinez,
or to Citizen office, and reTHE
FAMINE
LOADED
OF
ceive
reward.
SHELLS HAS BEEN BROKEN BY
THE MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMA NEW SHOW EVERY WEEK.
PANY JUST RECEIVING 25,000, ALL
SIZE SHOTS.
Manager Davis, of the Penny Parlor, 21fi,-South Second street, announces a change of program, new
pictures and new songs every Saturday morning. A wholi show for a
.
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ALBUQUERQUE

and addresses
people who are
of
"Neccessary to You Prosperity"

WANTED.
WANTED Boy for general
work. The Maze.

1?03.

safcimMiaiiwa

wiifa matmes

THE DRUG STORE

3,

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

wao fhotnd be working for yon?
wouid gladly lend you moneyt
wh3 w. nld like to buy your hors?T
who would buy an Interest In your buslneis?
who would buy that lot of ground?
who would buy your old fclcyclat

Ufa Citizen Want AcEs, FurnisH you
,

SEPTEMBER

BANK INSTITUTIONS

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRE

i

S

MONDAY,

V

Standard Plumbing andlHeating
Auto. 'Phone, 671.

Co.

Colo., Red 234.

scoocaoooooe
L. S. PUTNEY
"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

1ST3.

)

o

THE WHOLESALE

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

FARM AND
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

0000OIK0)C0)00OSOS)0OC
.!. C.

I
0

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

U

i

lu--

!

1

PAINT Covers more, loo..a best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
lU'll.OiNvi PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement. Paid.
liluus. Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEX.

SI1EK...AN WILLIAMS

J

t

'

MONDAY,

'ALBUQUERQUE

SEPTEMBER 3, 1906.

LABOR SUBJECTS

ARE A

EVENING CITIZEN.

PAGE THREC

A Free Auto Ride to University Heights!

Y
B

BED

Five year from now and you would not know it was the same Albuquerque. The Heights will be the aristocratic residence section
lots at from $25.00 to $150.00 per o; $5.00 down $5.00 per month. No
of the city. jtjM Better buy some of those beautiful fifty-fointerest, and you will double your money

By Three Men Who Are Prom-- Inent In the Eyes of

University Heights Improvement Co., Owners

ot

Down Town Office 119 South Second Street

the Public.
BY

EVERETT COLBY

Republican Senator In New Jersey
Reformer.
don't think It ought to be neces-

I

sary for the laboring man to get
politics.
now.

He should

be

In

In

politics

In New Jersey we have come to the
conclusion that the best way to put
Into effect any legislation the people
may desire Is to go to the party prl- -

he works and votes most effectively
for every single measure of Immedi- ate relief for labor. Put a socialist
ou will find he Is not
on the bench.
called an injunction Judge unless by
thp other side.
The motto of the socialist party will
Interest you. It Is: "Workers of the
world, unite; you have nothing to lose
but your chains and a world to gain."

'

D.

BKRMON

BY

j

MAHON,

u,h.o..

j

4.

W--

.

f'i-l

sug-gre-

BreiaflLGoIirV
mary and vote for delegates to support definite candidates, who in turn
are pledged to specific and definite
principles of law.
To my mind it does little good for
the voter of one party to go over to
the other party, because both are con
trolled by the same influences and
prevent so far as possible the enact
ment of ' laws in the interest of the
To Join
people.
an Independent
movement would do no lasting good
I feel, therefore, if the laborer goes
into his own party primary, whether
It be democratic or republican, he
can accomplish more than by changing parties or Joining some independent faction.
We advocate in New Jersey the direct primary, which gives tne party
voter a free opportunity of expressing his opinion as to the character
of public men and public business.
JOSEPH

MEDILL

PATTERSON

Socialist, Former Editor of the Chicago Tribune and Recently Public Works Commissioner
' of Chicago.
Worklngman, isn't it a fact
that whoever flrsrc said, "the Interests
of capital and of labor are identical"
wa
a liar? Don't you know from
your own experience a good many
times when your interests were not
Identical with those of your employMr.

er?

Have you ever been on a strike?
If so, that was plainly one time when
your Interests were quite opposite to
his, wasn't it?
Again; the poorer and more helpless you are, the richer and more
powerful he is. You can be sure of
this by comparing the condition of

ed, doesn't it?
To maintain his power over you the
capitalist does not depend, as you
do, simply and purely upon industrial
organization.
He goes Into politics.
He puts men into the senate, the
the state
house of representatives,
legislatures, the gubernatorial chairs
and the state and federal benches.
You will have noticed perhaps that
he is particularly careful about choosing his men for Judges.
Now don't you think
that you
ought to go into politics, too? Merely In self defence, if nothing more.
Would H not be easier for you if you
had a few men in the senate, in the
chairs and on the
gubernatorial
bench who saw things from your angle?
When you conclude to go into politics (as you will have to some day)
you will probably see that the wisest
thing for you to do is to Join the so's
cialist party, which is the only
party in the world of any
consequence.
The chief enunclator of scientific
socialism was Karl Murx.
university professors now openly
concede that with the possible ex.
ception of Charles Darwin, Marx was
the greatest scientific intellect of the
Marx and Darulueteentli century.
win taught the same thing namely,
the theory of evolution.
The master statesman in Germany,
August Uebel, is a socialist. The
greatest orator in France, Jaures, is
a socialist. The acutest mind in the
Belgian chamber of deputies belongs
to Vaudervelde, a socialist.
The socialist vote started In 1871
It
with 11
ail over the world.
has been steadily increasing until this
Inyear it is S.jiiiikiii. The rate of
crease for the past dozen years has
been about half a million a year.
You may say you do not care to
wait until the socialists pain complete
power. You want Immediate relief.
Then elect a socialist or two to the
legislature, t ongress. You will find
work-lngman-

Non-social-

ss

w

i

YLD.Mhon

un-ha- ve

ef-"-

Warned!
the Little

the workers in unorganized industries. This shows that your Interests,
Instead of being the same, are oppos-

stroyed the source of all good literature.
"A city that is set on a hill can
not be hid." The Mnsier declares by
this statement, that the church needs
no argument to prove that she Is all
mat Me claims lor her "a city on a
RKV. BOLLIC
hill." Her very position among men.
that places her so conspicuously above
ness qualifications to run each branch tn beggarly elements of this world
of Itself
of It successfully Is no small task.
1ny
"? 'that
Nor is it a hard matter to form a
l"e
church organization, but to find men lnf cla,s mau ,or "erfc a8light
of the
nrirf wnmon nf mifflrlpnt relieinus In- - 8alt of the earth, and
telligence to run each phase of her world." The man who makes an atl
work successfully is the most difficult
n?f"?t ,hJ'dCa.lVere"toIS
PJ
task that we have to perform. The
cnurcn is a corporation oi aivine on- -'
Can not be hid." We would Infer
gin. doing business in the world, but
this emphatic statement that all
ine record of proceedings is kept in frompowers
In earth and hell that opheaven. It is the oldest corporation the
now doing business in this world. It pose the church are not sufficient to
was being planned when God made veil the truth of this claim. And this
the announcement that "The seed of Is not only .true of the church now,
since
the woman should bruise the serpent's but has ever been true of her, world-Hetook her position in the
head;" when Qod said on the morn she first
prominence has been too great
of creation. " 'Let there be light,' and
there was light;" "when the morning even in the darkest ages to be hid, her
stars sang together, and all the sons position too gloriously conspicuous 10
of God shouted for joy;" "when God be veiled from the mind's eye of even
most casual observer. Just aftet
said. Let us make man, and let us the flood,
Job, representing the church,
make him after our own Image." And the
since the church first transacted busi- sounded the trumpet of faith, "that
heard around the world," when
ness in the wbrld, her progress has waswas
being tried by the devn. While
depended wholly upon the fidelity and he
fighting that battle Job posed as a
activity of her members.
beacon light for the church, and de"Ye are the light of the world." spite the excruciating pain that he unThat is, Christ speaking to His disci derwent as a teat of his faith in God,
Dies as the embodiment of the church. so brilliant was the light that emangaid In substance. Now,
since the ated fro mthe altars of his heart that
Father has given me all power in it 'dazzled the eye of the world. To
earth, and I have chosen you as my that beacon light in the east has the
representatives here, the world of church gone for reference in almost
mankind must look tn vnu for their every hard fought battle Blnce. Abinstruction in all that is highest and raham stood on Mount Morlah, waving
best for them. That the Christian the banner of the church with one
church Is destined instrumental
to hand, while he held in the other a
convert the world before the end of knire uplifted, to take the life of his
time, does not require a prophet, nor son Isaac, that he might obey God.
oven the son of a prophet, to deter- She has been to the present time, and
mine. That the church is an institu- will be until the perfect day. the
tion for developing the minds and greatest educational Institution that
characters of men and women and is the world has ever known. Her powof the highest type known to man, no ers to diffuse light and knowledge are
one can truthfully deny. A recom- unlimited, because Christ is her head.
mendation from her will admit any That the character of work done by
one into the company of God and the the church in rescuing, saving and deangels. Remove the influence of the veloping the minds and characters of
church and man would soon drift into men and women Is perfect has been
hopeless ignorance. Lock her doors too strongly evidenced by the fact that
and you have shut out from the world she has been able to rescue her mil
the only source of cheer and hope and lions after they had gone to the furlight. But for her influence the world thest depths of sin and degradation,
would wear a frown. Still the voice presenting them again as honorable
of her ministers who bear the glad and
d
Christian men and
tidings of salvation to a lost world and women.
you have robbed life of Its meaning
man of hope and the harp of life of
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
Its powers to make music. Take to be washed over. Imperial Laundry
away her Bibles and you have de- - Co.

Mission of the Church

The Two-Fol- d

"Ye are the salt of the earth; but If
the salt have lost its savor, where- .t
i.
...h
Pres dent Association Of Street Rail ' forth good for nothing, but to be cast
'
way Employes.
nut and to tin trndilpn under font of
WTiat should labor do in politics? men. Ye are the light of the world,
Just this: Divorce the people from A city that is set on an hill can not
the old Dolitical Darties and destroy be hid." Matthew 5:13-1Mission of
Subject "The Two-fol- d
the blind following of political ma- chines. The very keynote of the la- - the Church.
The church of Christ has a two-fol- d
bor union idea has always been to
prevent the unions from tying up to mission in the world, the importance
any party. As I understand it, the, of which is described under the
movement of labor is not to urea so familiarly known to all, "salt
form a political party, but rather to 'and light." The Master Himself could
see to it that men are elected to con- - not have chosen language more
are gestive of the Importance of the
and the legislatures
honest, free and independent and church to man than that of salt and
willing and determined that Justice light, because we find that both of
shall be done to wageearners, as well these are indispensable to life. Were
as to all others.
it not for the salt atmosphere sent
Once you put the political machine forth from the lakes and rivers, life
out of business, you will get legtsla- - would cease. Then salt is indispens-Ho- n
favorable to all the people. This able to life, in that it preserves it, and
Is gaining ground with that light is essential to human life
sentiment
great rapidity everywhere and is not needs no argument to prove. So, with
confined to the toilers. The tide is these facts and figures before us,
rising so fast against the "boss" and brought by Christ Himself, we are
all his works that it would be unnat- - profoundly Impressed with the inl
portance or our subject, l ne two-romission of the church:
First, to rescue the perishing, bring.
ing them into the ark of safety. "Ye
are the salt of the earth." It is the
mission of the church to rescue souls
that are perishing. As salt Is an anti- septic, arresting and purifying the an- lmal tissues, even when they have
reached the stage of putrefaction, even
bo has the church power to rescue the
' soul
that la out in sin, by her prayers
j and Godly
admonitions. "The prayer
The
of the righteous avalleth much.
church that is successful in winning
souls is always found to be a church
that gives much time to prayer. Godly admonition must be made godly by
being backed up by much prayer. Otherwise suah admonition will never
convince the sinner that his way is
wrong and leads to death, and that
yours is right and leads to life. We
sometimes charge the sinner wrong- fully, claiming that we have warned
ural if labor did not lend its great him, when we have not. No sinner
force and influence to the universal has beeu warned by any church, or
movement for a differe.it order of member of the same, or preacher of
the gospel, unless such warning be ap- things.
In its present campaign 'I would plied by the Spirit. If the blind
labor get control of the machin- - dertakes to lead the blind there is
ery of the old parties wherever pos- - great danger of both falling into the
slble, and, where this can not be ditch. The art of interesting souls
done,
To that are in sin in their salvation Is
nominate independently.
defeat a man now in office who has ' not the work of man alone, but the
a
been an enemy of labor, I would elect power of God coupled with man's
stick" if necessary. Such a man forts. Paul tells us that "we are
lie humiliated as much as pos- - borers together with God." It requires
both wisdom and tact to Interest a
sible.
It is charged that lanor is seeking man In anything that he Is wholly
What different toward and really opposed to
build up class legislation.
we are really trying to do is break The business world would term this
which feature of church work soliciting. And
down class legislation, .ram
the country has already too long been a good solicitor is considered a vaiu- j able
adjunct to any line of business.
suffering.
The church whose members are artful
In soliciting sinners to denounce sin
"To Cure A Felon,"
says Sam Kendall, of Phlllipsburg, and accept Christ is indeed a spirit- Kan., "just cover It over with Buck- - ual church.
(2) And bring them into the ark
len's Arnica Salve and the Salve will
Quickest cure for of safety. "Ye are the salt of the
do the rest."
'
Burns, Sores, Scalds, Wounds, Piles, earth." Salt has power not only to
Eczema. Salt Rheum, Chapped Hands, arrest even that which has reached
Sore Feet and Sore Eyes. Only 25c putrefaction, but to purify It, and then
at all druggists.
'to preserve Its purity. So the church
o
has power, not only to interest the
Try a Citizen want advertisement. 8lnner ln his salvation but power act.
ually to lead him to where he is safe
he r:ord,s l
Pro-'?ith- ia
'he..ark- Mama, Be
"point him successfully to
Ones! of God that taketh away the sins ofa
teCt
the world." Then the church Is
BY WILLIAM
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Best Meals in Town-

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquors & Cigars
We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete
Have been appointed exclusive agents
ln the Southwest for
JOS. SHLITZ,
WM. LEMP AND
8T. LOUIS A. B. C '
BREWERIES.
YELLuWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRAN ER'S
CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T.J. MONARCH,

And other standard brands of whiskies
too numerous to m tion.

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But aell the straight article as received by us from the best Wineries.
Distilleries and Breweries" ln the United States. Call and Inspect oar
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
issued to dealers only.

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

SANTA FE,

FORTY-EIGHT-

-

H

Stoond

Strt

THE

YEAR

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

....ALBUQUERQUE,

hCOsCsKC'
AS A SPECIAL

(JOOD CLOTHED .SHOULD COMMENCE AT
ITHEvFEET. POOR OHOES ANDiTOCKNGS
HtfONT FOOL ANYONE NOT EVEN YOUR.

2S-1-

BUSTER, BROWN.

FEET

INDUCEMENT

to those who are anxious to have
gas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till August 20.
Detroit Jewel Ga Range No. 62-1$21.00. Terms, $5 cash and $4 s
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Gas Range, No.
$22.50.
Terms, $5 cash and $3.50 s
month for five months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each p jchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's suDscrlp-no- n
to one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.

CLOTHES. BECAUSE WE MAKE BETTER.
1MPREX5JOM5 AND EARN MoRE MONEY

J
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than-read-
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The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.

CORNER 4th AND GOLD

.

rK

H. O'REILLY & CO.

'LEADING DRUGGISTS
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M
--

life-savi-

YOU HAVE HEARD OF THE HoU.SE BUILT ON
OF HoV, WHEN IT CAME To THE
THE 5AND
TET, IT TOPPLED OVER 5ECAUJE IT HAD No
DON'T YOU THINK YOU WANT
FOUNDATION.
TO 5UILD YOUR APPEARANCE ON A
fjOOD-LOOKI-

GOOD-FEELI-

PAIR OF

NG,

GOOD-WEARI-

NG,

NG

SO YOUR APPEARANCE WON'T

VE CARRY SHoES WITH A REPUTATION, MADE FOR J5 5Y W. L. DOUGLAS,
FALL DOWN?

WHICH LOOK WELL, FEEL WELL. WEAR WELL.
YOUR FEET DO YOU A LOT OF .SERVICE. DON'T
YOU WANT EACH ONE OF THEM To HAVE A
GOOD. COMFORTABLE LEATHER HoU.SE To LIVE
IN? THEY WILL LIKE YOU BETTER IF YOU
TREAT THEM WELL. To HoU.SE YOUR FEET
IN A PAIR OF DOUGLAS .SHOES WILL COT YOU
THEN THEY WON'T HAVE TO
ONLY $3.50.
MOVE AGAIN FOR A LONG TIME.

RESPECTFULLY,
SIMON STERN,
R. R. AVE. CLOTHIER

'

Alfeuqaerqtie, New Mexico

S. M.

THAT IT IS BETTER, To Co BARE
FOOTED THAW To WEAR. BAD Suozs
IT IS OUR DUTY To WEAfc GOOD

;

NEW MEXICO f

BRO. E. LEWlS, PRESIDENT

.RE-J'OI-VED- !

That

-
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Prices Reasonable

216 South

A GIOMI.

-

Merchants Cafe

.

"But If the salt have lost Its savor."
is, if salt loses its saltness, Its
power to season, "It is thenceforth
nothing." That is, having
00, ,forpowers,
lost
it is useless, and can
,y b$ used ag dlrt
caBt out
to
aIui t,e trodden under foot of men."
A church is to be pitied, when It loses
its powers to Interest and save sin- v nen It loses its sen respect.
i "ers.
by becoming like the world Itself, the
tTWtI
c,urch, or the church members that
'
6inners have no respect for, is an
Ject of pity. The church that has gone
'out or the soul saving business is a
disgrace to the name of Christianity.
"Ye are the light of the world. A
city that is set on an hill can not be
hid." The mission of the church as
There Is no other medicine as safe for a described by the powers of light is to
child as Cascarets, the fragrant little Candy develop the minds and characters of
Tablet, that has saved thousands o( families nien anJ women. In other words. It Is
.
ithe educational side of the church's
from unhappineu.
work in the world. To view the
The Nursing Mother should always keep church as a
station only,
Casa
-' a place to shield the people from the
her Milk Mildly; Purgative by taking
storms of temptation that arise from
caret at night before going to bed.
No other medicine has this remarkable business cares and the like, is to po
MamalakeTlhe" but. a ,ilrt, f thve wa'
a,ln,reclf
and valuable quality.
nor
tn
fiiilv
nf hwr
Cascaret, Baby gets the Benefit.
powers for good In the world. And it
Cascarets act like strengthening Exercise u ixissible to make this mistake in
Men may successfully
on the weak little bowels of the growing religious life.
babe, and make them able to get all the enter the life saving station and there
Nourishment out of Baby's Natural Food. ihut themselves in until they lose
to do good, or in other
j their powers
I words die of inactivity.
To view the
Larger children cannot always be watched, church as the light of the world, as
and will eat unreasonably.
The Ready well as the salt of the earth Is to
Remedy should ever be at hand Cascarets magnify her usefulness to the world
The church that
-t- o take care of the trouble when it comes. !a thousand fold.
No need to Force or Bribe children . would hold its own and keep step with
lmlsic of tnU ln,elligent and busy
tae Cascarets. They are always
ot tne world, must of necessity
more
to eat the sweet little bit leave this first principle.
Simply to
of Candy.
conn- Into the church and be converted
lis not enough. While it is absolutely
Home is not complete without the ever ' necessary that vA; be converted and
,lu s"''' ,hat ,mlHt "11)W
ready Box of CascaretsT Ten cents buys a Si,ve1
own. Is
small one at the Corner Drug Store.
'f ,we w"!llJ,h"U, knowledge
to"''"Vi
Be very careful to get the genuine. hu.siness l'.fe. A man should do busi-maonly by the Sterling Remedy Com-- j ness in the name of his firm,
pany and never sold In bulk. Every tablet
It is not a very hard matter to for-r- s
'
a 'aw business corporation, but to
Stamped "CCC."
7
.find men of sufficient moral and bus!- -

Successors to

high-tone-

GO TO THE-

Treasurer.

Liquor Co.

& EAKIN, and BACHECHI

MELIIMI

r

,

Ever
Mother knows, or
should know that the terrible
Mortality amonjTchildren Is caused by
Stomach and Bowel doubles. Colic, Sour
Curd, Cholera Infantum, Summer Com- -,
plaint. Measles, Rashes, Scarlet Fever
even Mumps have their first cause in
constipation,
Tjssyes of a Baby.
Bowels will not stand rough treatment.
are too violent, and Castor 0 1
will only grease the passages, but will
not make and keep them Clean, Healthy
.
ana pirong.

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Bachechl,

Consolidated

ffy"n

I

frightened

J. D. Eakln, President.
O. Glomi, Vice President,

Albuquerque Business Men
advertise in the Evening Citi
zen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
read.
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KEPUBU CAN COMMITTEE MEETING
Headquarters Republican Territorial Central Committee,
Santa Fe. N. M., August 1G. 1906.
A meeting of the members of the Territorial Repub-

lican Central Committee of New Mexico is hereby called
to assemble at the Commercial Club in the city of
at 10 o'clock on the morning of Wednesday,
September 5, 1906, for the purpose of calling and setting
a day for the meeting of the republican convention to
nominate a candidate for delegate to the Sixtieth congress of the United States and to transact such other
business as may properly come before the meeting.
Proxies will not be recognized unless held by citizens of the Bame county of which the member who gives
the proxy Is a resident,
Kvery member of the committee is urgently requested to be present in person, as matters of great
moment to the people of the territory and to the republican party will be discussed, considered and dispose", of.
H. O. BURSUM, Chairman.
CHARLES V. S AFFORD, Secretary.

LABOR HOLIDAY
who contend that the United States
allow too many holidays, though this is in the face ot
the fact that probably no other civilized country has so
few. These complainants are subdivided.
One branch asserts that our foreign lorn population
largely observes the holidays of their fatherland, and
then It is added, to irritate our patriotism, that this is
done to the negloct of our distinctive American days of
otservanee. If this be true, it is merely natural and
altogether harmless. Does any one imagine for a moment that the mature Immigrant forgets to love the
land on which his infant eyes first gazed, or the scenes
and customs which childhood and youth impressed upon
bis memory? He would be less than a human being
were Buch the case. What more natural, then, than that
such Immigrants, when gathered in the same community in America, should celebrate the old days hallowed
by life's holiest memories? Let them alone. Their children, born or even reared in this country, will drop the
eld and love the new days of annual observance.
Tlxj other branch of complainants drop all hypocritical pretenses and assert that the numerous holidays
of this country are injurious in their loss of labor, to
the prosperity of the wage earners themselves, but more
especially to the wage payers, and therefore to the financial growth of the whole nation.
The principal holidays of this country are New
Year's, iourth of July, Decoration Day,' Labor Day,
Thanksgiving and Christmas. These are truly national
In their observance. Virtually, then, we have six days
of national holiday whicli are of almost universal observance. Each has its own special and distinctly defined field of influence. New Year's is the day of hope
and of increased effort to live better lives; Decoration
Day places its annual wreath on the memory of the
dead; Fourth of July kindles afresh the fires of
patriotism; Thanksgiving is the reuniting liond of tht
family; Christmas is the anniversary of all that Christendom holds dear In time or hopes for in the hereafter.
Labor Day was the last enacted and is by no means
the least Important of them all. Not alone does it pertain to the normal condition of man, of whom it was
decreed "In the sweat of thy brow shalt thou eat bread;"
hundredths of the enbut it Las to do with ninety-nin- e
tire human race, and with the greatest problems of life
known to all races in all time.
This country has not, then, too many holidays. The
fact is that the human being demands larger cessation
of labor than this country knows anything of. France
ias awaked to a realization of this tact, its cnaniDer oi
deputies at its last session passed a law, not for religious purposes but for the good of her people, making
one day in seven a compulsory rest day, and this was
passed by a vote of 575 to one. Sunday1 Is preferably
that day, but if a man of necessity works on Sunday he
must rest on some other day in the same week.
The Citizen is emphatically of the opinion that this
country does not observe too many holidays; but it does
think that Labor Day, while enjoyed as a period of cessation from toil, should be more largely used as the occasion for disseminating knowledge among the people
in general upon the fundamental needs of the laboring
classes. The length of the labor day, the outrages of
child labor, the problem ot woman's, occupancy of the
workshop, and other kindred sociological topics, If well
diBucssed in public by competent speakers, would make
Labor Day more beneficial to those for whom congress
,.
established it than it heretofore has proven.

There are those

'

THAT PENITENTIARY MATTER
The report of the Colorado experts on the condition
of New Mexico penitentiary affairs during the administration of H. O. Bursum, is certainly a remarkablo
document In many particulars. That it will take the
people of New Mexico completely by surprise, and that
an unusually poor system of bookit shows,
keeping at the penitentiary, does not admit of doubt.
The report is long, Intricate and involved, and this fact
of an inadequate system of bookkeeping is about the
only clearly made Impression left upon the mind of the
ordinary reader, who wades through the long lines of
statements and figures.
The Citizen does not forget that bookkeeping Is by
no means one of the exact sciences, and that while it is
a common saying that figures can not lie every one
knows that there is nothing else in human thought or
language which can be so successfully manipulated In
the cause of error. Then, too, it seems to The Citizen
that the expert accountants indicate a disposition not
merely to ascertain facts in the matter of receipts and
disbursements, for which alone they were employed, but
to fix responsibility of error, as when they quote extracts from the laws of New Mexico and when they tell
us the price of certain articles iu New York at the time
the same were bought in New Mexico at a higher price.
They tell us, furthermore, that their report was complied in the absence of certain books which they deem
of great Importance, arid they confess that in certain
statements they rely on testimony of some who kept no
acounts other than In their heads.
On the other hand The Citizen remembers the high
position Mr. Bursum occupies In the territory and does
not forget that his accounts were statedly reported upou
by committees competent and reliable. Hence, though
the charge 1b made that Mr. Bursum thould account for
an actual cash shortage of nearly $7,00u, The Citizen declines to pass Judgment till Mr. Bursum shall himself
be heard from, he being at this time absent at his
ranch.
Richard Graham made an experiment in dry farming on his ranch on Mineral Creek, Apache county, Ariz.,
which produced a very fine patch of corn. Last fall he
got ten acres of land ready by carefully plowing and
harrowing It. Then this spring he began cutivating it
as early as he could, and kept that up till time for planting corn. Then he planted his corn, snd the ground was
wet enough to bring It up. He contiuued with his cultivating all during the summer, stirring the ground every
few days, especially during the hot season. As a result
the crop withstood the dry season welt and never quit
growing at any time. It has now eared out well aud
compares very well with the Irrigated corn of the county.
The secret of it all lays in the cultivation.
Courier Journal: Mr. Samuel (Joinpera, having undertaken to dig a great many political graves iu the
United States this year and to supervise the digging or
the Panama canal, is evidently in for a busy season, and
should keep a sharp eye on the clock left he work
longer than eight hours a day.
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in
all

the children
the
More than one in six of
United States from ten to sixteen years of age are employed In some gainful occupation that Is, in working
for wages for some employer, says IT. Samuel McCune
IJndsay In the Woman's Home Companion for Septem-l-

THE JAFFA

Fall Opening of Boys' and Youth's Clothing

Grocery Comp'y.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

T.

That conies perilously near the child of any reader
of these pages. The margin of safety is too small. The
danger to democratic Institutions, which must depend
on the vigor and Intelligence of our citizenship, Is too
great. Child labor strikes at the roots of democracy,
and presents the greatest moral Issue the American people have had to face since the Civil War.
If a child is not competent to have the full control
of one dollar's worth or his or her property until twenty-on- e
or eighteen years of age, and cannot even have a
voice in the selectelon of his legal guardian until he is
fourteen (the law of most of our states), how can he be
competent to decide unaided how much education he
should have, or how and when he should sell his labor
and his life? Is fourteen too high an age to fix as the
industrial majority of a child?
A prominent United States senator said, thoughtlessly:
"I went to work on the farm before I was
twelve, did the chores and milked the cows before I
went to school and again after I came home from school
until dark. It was hard work, too, but I am none the
worse for it today." His broad shoulders, fine physique
and kindly eye attested the truth ot his statement. He
went to school and performed labor which no child labor
law In the country even now prohibits, and yet he
thought his statement was sufficient cause to doubt the
Many people
wisdom of any child labor legislation.
think as this senator did, and stop at this point, but he
did not. A few hours' sitting as chairman of an important committee, hearing testimony of what children
who work in a large city do nowadays, convinced him
that the analogy of farm labor, or even of conditions a
g
generation ago, did not hold good. He wrote an
report, condemning child labor, and urged th
senate to pass for the District of Columbia the strictest
law yet proposed in any American community.
The
scales have not fallen, however, from the eyes of all of
his colleagues.
One unregenorate but sturdy farmer In the senate,
whose services to the nation entitle him to much praise,
still says he would favor an age limit of seven, but will
fight any bill that does not allow a boy to go to work
until he is fourteen, which, in his Judgment, ought to be
entitled "a bill to promote idleness," and another distinguished senator 6ays: "A boy of twelve Is plenty old
enough to go to work, even If it is carrying messages at
night after a full day at school." What a comment on
our public schools If they do not direct the whole activity of children under fourteen in a way to relieve
them from the charge of idleness!
As a matter of fact, one object of the child labor
agitation, and an inevitable consequence of its success,
Is the enlargement of public shool facilities, provision
for Industrial training that will educate, and not exploit,
the lengthening of the school term, and the extension
of school facilities so as to direct the energies of the
child outside ot school hours as well as in them, and
during vacations a swell as In term time.
"Suffer Little Children"
Utile Sullivan Merocca seemed not to share the
customary willingness of the boys to enter the
Ho was Just coming thirteen years old when
he was seen this spring and said he had been picking
slate for a year. He had never been In school, and his
sad face showed a sort of formidable discontent as he
explained, "Me fader don't leave me go to school." Other
boys iu the group told of the beatings and hunger imposed on the little' fellow by his parents to force hliu to
the breaker. But no personal complaint has been made
The town has no child saving agency, and besides, Sullivan is only a poor "foreigner."
Even more sad is the story of little Willie Mudaino-vitcof Shenandoah. Ho Is but ten years old, has been
working iu the breaker at odd times during the past
year. He weighs sixty-thre- e
pounds, and was found
hungry aud dressed in rags at the Lehigh Valley station
during the suspension of mining In May. Willie's father
and mother are drunkards, and their little cellar tenement witnesses many shocking scenes ot cruelty against
the poor dwarfed child who asked plteously for "a
penny to buy a bun." That anyone could believe the
child to be fourteen years old is incredible, but doubtless the blindness to this flagrant violation of law on the
part of the mining company which accepts a perjured
age certificate in self protection, is due to pity for his
poverty and desire to help him become a man'. When
the little fellow was seen In his rags, the question was
asked, more than half in Jest, whether he had ever
worked in a coal breaker. The unexepected reply came
as a shock to one already accustomed to find children of
ten and eleven years in these places. A neighobr boy
explained Willie's habit of loafing about the railroad
station, "His father and mother fight all the time, and
Willie don't go home much." A call later at the tenement discovered that the father was at the time in Jail,
and that the mother, a brutal and besotted creature, was
unfit to have the custody of Willie and his little sister,
aud the abuse of the little girl in our presence led one
of the city officials who accompanied us to begin action
looking to the removal of both children from such ruinous treatment.
But these examples of child labor in the coal fields
are not typical. Few miners' homes are found in which
drink and debauchery rule. Few are found In which
children are not loved and cared for with a plain, rough
kindness.
The typical breaker boy Is proud of his
breaker and boasts of its daily output. He is proud of
the indepednece which personal economic value gives
him In the home. Every mine center affords many examples of strong young lives, full of energy, rich in possibilities that, if wisely directed, might help to inspire
men to thut social awakening which is the sole hope of
our democracy. But they will not be wisely directed.
They will be dwarfed by a daily round of monotonous
slate picking. And the highest social service that can
be hoped from the graduates of the coal breaker is strike
today, for a ten per cent advance in wages, to be eaten
up by the doubled cost of coal and other necessaries.
epoch-makin-

coal-break-
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"Good Things to Eat"
WE

SACRIFICE

DO NOT

Our idea of success is to give each purchaser of Boys'
and Children's Clothing such careful attention and
conscientious service that her full satisfaction will
merit continued patronage.

PRICE

FOR

QUALITY

A Word to Mothers

The Quality of Our Goods

Must Be Maintained

should be is expressed in the extensive line of u5u
and overcoaU tor small andjarger boys, ranging in age from W to 17 years. The
garments will speak for the correctness of our standard if you will come and see
them, and the courtesy and attention you receive will win your approval of our
methods. You will be welcome at our store always.

the best is none too
good for our customers, yet we do not
charge any more for
the best Than some ask
for inferior articles.

Furniihingi

BAKERY

IN OUR

M, MAHBEILIL

and

Fine Clothing

DEPARTMENT
Such goods only are

used as Meadow Gold
Butter, Ferndell Flour,
Walter Baker's Chocolate, Shepp's Cocoanut
and the best of everything else regardless of
cost. The result Is that
we make THE BEST
GOODS.

trial

A

convince

yu.

ESPECIALL

FINE

IS NOW ON THE
AND IF YOU WANT-PEAC-

'r

I

will

S

Good Reasons

'

SS

FRUIT
MARKET

petitors.

First. We are in our
own building don't pay
$300 a month rent.
Second. We buy entirely in car lots lowest
prices; biggest discounts.
Third. We pay cash
every invoice coming
into our store for the past
ten years has been discounted.

HES

PLUMS
APRICOTS
GRAPES
PEARS7 ETC.
FOR
PRESERVING
CALL
AND GT OUR PRICES.
OUR
ROCKY
TRY
FORD CANTALOUPES
THEY
ARE
RIPE
AND SWEET.

Jaffa Grocery Co.
Fat"

"Good Things to
MAIL ORDERS

We have

Fourth.
been

business for the past
where and how to buy.

FILLED THE SAME DAY

twenty-fiv- e

in

the furniture

years understand it in every detail,' --

1HEY ARE RECEIVED.

eh3

Organ Recital
AT THE

r.

This world has
divided and

Presbyterian Church
at ib

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

divided and subdivided the subdivisions are endless.
Suppose we divide the people into three classes. The very rich,
who can afford to spend their income; the very poor, who have to
spend theirs.
Then there is the
third class the saving class, who
start saving their money and keep
It up continually, 'iney never stop.
The habit is formed early in life
and tttey can't "swear off." The
saving habit Is the means to happiness and contentment.
This bank offers the opportunity
for every man to save his money.
No one can afford to let the chance
escape.
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of our bread
This is possible

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

Adams & Dilgard

foMM

Funeral Directors
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PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

i
t

RELIEVES PAIN.

Hot

BUILDS

UP THE SYSTEM.

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.

Springs

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,
1

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty day.

New Mexico

m09rC

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. 8. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

TO

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
Los Angeles, Calif.

P.MATTEUCCI

.

i

not only in mixing and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling Your friendship and patronage la appreciated. Courtesy and attention to
guests is a pleasure to us.
the bread. If you want the best
youll have to use Balling's Bread. HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER. LOCATION

PIONEER BAKERY,

s

i

MEXICO

We keep the quality
up to the highest.
by using

7

COMMERCE

We Keep It Up

Seats on sale at Matson's
on and after Monday,
September 3, 1906.

FURNITURE, CARPETS
DRAPERIES.

SUMMER RESORTS AND "HOTELS

sub-divid- ed

the people of the world have been

m.

Albuquerque

been

IveJoy.

I

fS

Clothing and
Furnishings

Why (we can sell you
cheaper than our com-

207 mOUTM riRBT BTREKT.
I have receutly heen cured of bullThe Cheapness of Child Life.
ous
dyspepsia
and chronic constipaIn Its campaign against child labor the Antl Child tion by
use of the Texas Carlsbad
Slavery league has Bent expert Investigators into the mineral the
water of the noted Pinto well
Pennsylvania coal fields. A typical instaneo of child of .Mineral Wells, Texas, when all
oppression is described in the September Woman's other remedies had failed and I feel
DEALER IN
Home Companion, the League's official organ. Little like telling every one who may be in
Men's,
Women's
and Childof
heed
qualiits wonderful curative
Peter Swambery has beeu working during the summer
ami I have testimonials
from
Pine Shoes
ren's
since he was twelve years old, and constantly for two ties,
elty who will gladly
years since he was fourteen. On the second day of others in this any
one and I will furrecommend to
First Class Repairing a Specialty
March, while working, his arm was caught in the belt nish their names and their testimoAll Work Guaranteed
of the scrajier line of which he was in charge in the nials at my office, and after corresNo. tOS North rirmt Btroot
bleaker, and torn out at the shoulder. The boy re- ponding with dealers who are handceived no "damages" from the company, 'nut considered ling this water by the car load, have
to Introduce it here. It has
himself under obligations to them for paying the ex- decided
by some families here for
pense of his operation and care at the hospital. Inquiry bet ii used
several years, getting their water from
was made at the City Hospital in Wilkesbarre, and It Saa Marcial.
was learned that no charge had been made, because the
1
havo secured the agency for its
company was an annual contributor. Since the accident sale in this territory,
wantthe operator has properly boxed that dangerous part of ed. Wo have samples, circulars and
testimonials explaining tne merits of
the machinery. And now, with an empty sleeve at sixteen, this little industrial soldier, with no pension from tula water from those who have been
we have the water at present
our government nor one cent of recompense from the cured,
In sealed quart bottles, 75 cents, and
rich corporation into whoso coffers his right arm was
for a gallon. On return of bottle
coined, has left to him what should have been his by we allow 10 cents. One quart is
birthright such opportunities as the village school af- equal to ten gallons natural strtngth,
it cost only b'j, cents per gal- fords. Yet this region K(K..S oll feeding its little boys to (making
'lurt ,.r
i ... t.
vii iiaiuini auviigiii,
a
in....1
nil
the coal breaker.
is the average dose in a tumbler of
water.
HIS TURN NOW.
It is a blood and nerve tonic, naArchie rYaihertup Mis8 Dora, has your father ever ture's own true laxative, a cuiv
Embalming Is Our Specialty
kidney, liver, stomach troubles, rheusaid anything about me?
Dora Hope He hasn't mentioned your name, hut matism, etc. It eliminates uric acid
I
heard him ukUIi.k mamma he other day who that from the system. Call at 116 West Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Avs.
young fellow was that had heen hanging around here Coal avenue for circulars, samples Colo, phone, Black, 298.
Auto.. 152.
the water, or send iu order and
lately, and whether she thought he had any object In end
It will be delivered at your door.
A Citizen Classified td Is t good
coming.
W. V. FU1RELLE.
investment.

Owen R.

S

S

Fine

CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.
New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.
DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS 8TOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

THE BEST IN TOWN
Per Gallon

-

-

-

$1.50

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
FARM
Red
Colo.

92.

P. M. DAVIS
Agent For

The Mills Novelty Company
All kinds of coin machines sold or placed on commission. Amusement nickel and penny machines, trade producers, money machines;
large profit on small investments, investigation Invited.
PENNY PARLOR, 216
South Second Street, Albuquerque, N. M.
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THE ROAD
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bottles, flsis and revolvers, rendering
Methodist church Rev. Rollins preach
LABOR
DAY
him unconscious.
PARAOE
ed a special labor sermon to a large
He was later discovered by passers-b- y
number of the labor organization
and the police were notified. Ofbeen ex
TOOK PLACE ON TIME membersan nil of whom hadpresent.
ficers Kennedy and Strosner respondinvitation to be
pended
ed and the victim was brought to the
All of the banking Instiutlona, th
office of Dr. D. H. cams,
where
shops and many of the stores
twelve 8t Itches were taken in the LEFT OPERA HOUSE AT 1030 barber
were closed throughout the day, other
several scalp wounds made by his asFORMATION OF PAO'CLOCK
business houses observing a half holl
sailants.
RADELINE OF MARCH-NO- TES
day. Several of the business houses
Templeton says be could Identify
OF THE DAY.
were decorated and the flag was
any of the men. The sheriff's office
promimntly displayed. The postoffice
Is working on the case, but as yet no
Sunday hours.
observed
trace or clue to the robbers have been
The parade of the labor organizaobtained.
tions of the city, In observance of the
one day set aside by congress for the CIRCUS CAR NO. 1
Owing to today being a legal holilaboring classes, formed at the ElkB'
opera house building promptly at
r.
day the case of "Alfonso." the
who
was arrested Saturday 10:30 o'clock this morning, the forPOSTING THE TOWN
night following the serving of attachmation being as follows:
Marshal of the parade.
ment papers on the Monte Carlo club
Duke City Band.
rooms on Railroad avenue, went over
United Brotherhood of Carpenters
until Tuesday morning, at which time
Ralph Root, advance agent, e
he will be given a hearing on a and Jointers of North Anif rira, with it
thlrty-flvwith twenty bill posters of the
men in line.
charge of carrying concealed weapgreat sells-Flotshows, are In
Fire department.
ons.
the city, and today the big force
Electrical workers, with twenty men
of paste Handlers are adorning
Two plain drunks and disorderly in line.
the
Painters, Paper Hangers and Deco- i the billboards throughout
conduct victims were in police court
city and vicinity with flaming
with ten men in lino.
this morning, and were given the us- rators,
V
announcements
coming
of
the
Typographical Union.
ual fines.
of the circus, which is scheduled
Barbers' Union.
to appear on Friday, Sept.. 14
Th parade left the Elks' theater
The ground selected for the e"
building and moved east on Gold aveGOVERNOR'S PARTY
pitching of tents is located In
nue to First street, turning north ou
First street and proceeding to Rail- f smith Albuquerque, at the ter-minus of the south Third street
RETURNS FROM EIESTA road avenue, thence wrest on Railroad
1"
electric line.
avenue to Ro.ilnson park, where the
Mr. Root and party leave to- parade formation was dismissed, afnight lor Socorro.
.
which tho band played several
STOPS IN THIS CITY FOR SHORT ter
stirring
pieces
and
the
remainder
of
TIME LAST EVENING
PERthe forneoon was given over to
SONNEL OF PARTY.
speech making, Uev. Cooper and Rev.
The Indies of the Maccabees will
meet tomorrow afternoon
at 2:30
Governor Herbert J. Hagerman and Rollins being among the speakers.
Last night at the Lead Avenue o clock.
party, composed of Associate Justice
Ira A. Abbott and daughter.
Miss
Constance; Attorney A. B. McMillen
and Mrs. McMillen, of Albuquerque;
Hon. and Mrs. Amado Chaves, Miss
Bertha Staab, Robert F. Massle of
Toronto, Canada, and Edward T.
Hannan, who attended the fiesta and
dance of the Acoma Indians at their
pueblo In Valencia county, as the
guests of Emil Bebo, returned to Albuquerque last night, Governor HaWE ARE STRANGERS.
german remaining here for a short
time, then continuing on to Santa Fe,
We are strangers In your city,
accompanied by other members of tue
We came here for health and work.
party. Edward T. Hannan, former
We hope to gain the former
city editor of the New Mexican, spent
And tho latter not to shirk.
the night here, going to Santa Fe today.
Attorney and . Mrs. McMillen
We do cleaning, pressing and repairstopped off here.
ing
(And our prices always right),
And when we have done a garment
MEMORY'S
TRAVELS
It always looks clean and bright.

Arizona Towns.

Arrangement of
WARD

SCHOOLS SPECIAL

TRAINS

FOR

FAIR

THE DINING TABLE
Is by all odds tho most conspicuous piece of furniture la yoor
dining-- room; hence, It should
combine the
Artistic With the Useful.
Ton a experience ft feeling of
satisfaction when you act
hostess If your table U a good
one. Pe It
Modern or Colonial
in
Quartered,
or
Golden
Wneathered Oak, we are confiyou'll
dent
find our prlcee for
"quality furniture nearly as
cheap as you'll pay elsewhere
for the commonplace.
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gun-tote-

WestAnd the Pupils That Will Attend Flower Parade Entrles-T- he
ern
musement Co's
School In the Different
Biggest
Show.
Buildings.

f..

inn
a'

e

With the twenty-sixtannual fair
association's advertising car. No. 4,
on tlw? side track beside the Sells-Kiotcircus advertising car yesterday
Albuquerque looKeu as though It
might be in for sometning lively in
the amusement line before many days.
The fair car, under the efficient
management of J. II. McManus, got
away last night for a trip west as
far as tne more Important Arizona
towns. i he Sells Kioto car is here
BChoolB.
Superintendent Clark stated that as today, their men putting up adfar as was practicable pupils would vertising paper gaiore.
uttend school In their own wards.
Tnis week special excursion trains
The grades assigned to the different
to Albuquerque during the "greatest
buildings are as follows:
First, ward First to eighth grades, fair ever" will be advertised by the
inclusive. All pupils of the seventh Santa Fe officials to run iron Laa
and eighth grades living east of the Vegas and Santa Fe during fair week.
railroad and north of Cromwell ave- In a message received from Division
nue, will enter the First Ward build- Passenger Agent Brown at El Paso
ing. Pupils of these grades living Manager Mcanna was informed that
south of Cromwell avenue will enter excursion trains would be run from
Santa Fe on Wednesday of fair week
the Central building.
Second ward First to sixth grades, and from Las Vegas on Friday of fair
inclusive. Puptis who were living week.
west of the Santa Fe tracks last year
Manager Barkley of the flower paand were assigned to the Second ward
building w..l not return there this fall rade for tile fair, announces that the
except by special assignment from tiie following Individuals and firms have
office,
ihey will attend the 'ihlra entered the parade so far:
V. S. Rosenwald, Imperial Laundry,
ward building as Indicated below.
c
,
in- E. L. Washburn company, Learnard
Third ward First to
clusive. All pupils living in this ward uindemann, Southwestern Brewery &
Occidental Life Insurand assigned or promoted to. grades Ice company,
company, J. 1L O'Rielly and
nve-twand Signer, will attend the ance
company, Nash Electric Supply comCentral building.
Fourth ward Chaves building in- pany.
Mr. Barkley is busily engaged in
cluded First to five-oninclusive,
All pupils living Jn this ward and as making flowers to be used In the parade, and is desirious of securing adsigned or promoted to grade nve-twor higher, will attend the Central ditional help in this line. Ladies with
spare tima might find it profitable to
building.
upon him at his headquarters in
five-twTHROUGH MUSICAL PATHS
Central
and call University
Grades
Heights Improvement
higher through the high school. Pu- the
on
company's
office
street.
Second
pils in grades flve-twseventh and eighth, living in
Onp of the feature shows with the IMPROMPTU
CONCERT MAKES
the lowlands, will attend the Central big Western
HOMESICK
Amusement company,
FEELINGS AND
building.
management of Frank
LONGINGS FOR "THE
For the lutneht of the newly arrived under the
'
and A. H.
OLD HOME."
pupils it is stated mat the Santa Fe Barkley,of KansaswillCity
furnish the street
tracks divide the city into the High attractionswhich
An appreciative audience of Casa
at the forthcoming fair is
lands district iand the Lowlands dis
"Egyptian Palace," an illusion de Ora guests were treated last eventrict. In the Hihglands the pupils on the
show housed in a tent 60x100 feet In ing to an Impromptu mandolin-guita- r
Iead avenue or north thereof, will at- dimensions
containing 10 illusions conert by Messrs. Newman and Ratend the First ward scuool. All oth IKirtraying and
the life of "She," Rider pier. "Old Black Joe," "On the Banks
ers, except as stated above, will at- Haggard's well
known fiction charact- of the Wabash," "Dearie," "Nearer,
tend the Second ward school,
the er. This illusion
comes direct from My God, to Thee," "Annie Laurie,'
Lowlands side of the track all pupils the Egyptian
London, England, etc., came in quick and promiscuous
residing on Gold avenue or north and Is said tohall,
be one
the most succession, carrying the listeners
thereof, will attend the Fourth waru mystifying illusions evtr of
seen
school, except as otherwise stated the larger amusement resorts. outside back, in memory, each to his own
native state.
above. All others will attend the
"Can't 'you all' play "Carry
Me
Third ward school except those above
Hon. L. Bradford Prince,
Back to Old Virginia?" " asked Mr.
grade.
the live-onof New Mexico, was an Albu- Jamerson, of the "Old Dominion."
Mr.
querque visitor Sunday, conferring
wanted them to play about
with B. rt. Brlggs, chairman of Uie Comstock
"The
Banks"
of that part of "the WaAST.
good roads
committee,
and other
which lie in Indiana. Mr. Law-so- n
members of the committee, looking to bash"thought
hard of the briny shores
the final completion of arrangements
BE
Scotia. "Mac" Dougan
for this rather important convention of Nova
which is scheduled to take place here sniffed the Binoke of Ironton, O. Miss
Williams saw (through a tear) the
during fair week.
walls about Johnstown, of
Mckinley county man deThe official call for this convention tree-cla- d
FAMILY AND TRIES TO
has already been issued by Governor flood fame. Mr. Rapier's mandolin
Hagerman and Governor Prince fav- seemed to revert insistently to "My
MARRY A MICHIGAN
GIRL.
appointment
ors the immediatf
of Old Kentucky Home." Miss Gunsell
delegates ironi all over the territory Inquired if any one knew a "piece"
Mrs. Beswick's
mind
Because a farmer of McKinley by counties, cities and commercial about Iowa.
county, named L. Brown, who lived clubs. He Btated that a large number strayed unguidedly from the palm
to the orange
for a time with his family, a wife and of delegates could be counted upon beaches of Florida
Mr. Newman,
two children, near St. Michaels, wrote from the northern part of the terri- groves of California.
to the postmaster of that town for tory and from the different sections of unknown origin, gave expression
to his emotions only through the
recommendations, a plot he had care- of the territory in general.
strings of his guitar.
fully laid to commit bigamy went
Just what scenes arose In Mrs.
astray.
ROULETTE
BANK
Crary's memory could not be ascerSome time ago Farmer Brown detained.
Meanwhile Mr. Boucher
serted his wife and children at St.
smoked.
Michaels and went to Alpena, Mich.,
ROLL ATTACHED
where he met a daughter of a wealthy
MR. AND MRS MAYNARD
farmer there and became engaged to
GUNSUL VISIT GALLUP
then AND COMPLICATIONS FOLLOWED
Lothario
her. This farming
Maynard Gunsul of the Gallup Elecwrote to the postmaster of St. MA GUN PLAY AND A PRIS-ONEtric Light company, accompanied by
ichaels to write the father of the
NAMED 'ALMrs. Gunsul, is in town, says the
young lady, who was but 18 years of
FONSO."
Gallup Republican. Mr. Gunsul states
age, a letter recommending Brown
the opening of the Belen
and stating that he hud never been
When Constable Jim Smith went that with
Gallup will be greatly benemarried before, adding that he had Into the Monte Carlo club rooms Sat- cut-o"fixed it to work a man through his urday night to levy on an attachment fited as there will be a much larger
daughter for some coin," and inti- of $106 there was lively "doin's." The traffic through here from east to west
mating that if the postmaster of St. proprietor stated that he had nothing than at present. He gets his informMichaels would assist him he would in the place that was worth $106, ation from an official of the road who
"make it all right" with the post- whereupon Constable Smith told him should know what he Is talking about.
master.
he would take part of the roulette Mr. and Mrs. Gunsul have been in
Instead, however, the postmaster wheel bank roll to make good the at California for several weeks.
exposed the man, and Brown was tachment, which was secured by Max
driven in disgrace from the side of GussarofT for cigars sold the propri- SALVATIONISTS TO
GIVE
his intended victim, his plot to work etor of the club rooms.
receiving
his prospective papa-in-laThis was strenuously objected to
a knock-oblow. Brown's family is by the proprietor and other attaches
MOVING PICTURE SHOW
still shifting for itself, while Brown of the place, but Smith eventually got
is presumably hunting tip another the necessary $106 from the bank roll,
victim.
wnereuK)n the proprietor and two at
taches loaded up with a pistol apiece ENTERTAINMENT TAKES PLACE
AT SALVATION ARMY HALL
and started for Old Town to secure
TOMORROW EVENING.
a warrant for Smith's arrest. When
they returned, riding in a carriage,
Adjutant A. Simpson from the SalHELD SATURDAY NIGHT and stepped to the pavement, without vation Army headquarters
at San
the warrant, by the way, they were Francisco, has arrived in the city and
by
met
Assistant Marshal Kennedy, will give a niovine nictura entertain
who arrested one of them for carryment at their nail, 221 Copper ave-DELEGATES ELECTED TO AT- ing concealed weapons, the other nue, on tomorrow evening, Septemhaving gotten rid of his gun. The ber 4. Fiflv vieu-f- Aro iikciI illustrat
TEND CONVENTION
TO
BE
HELD SATURDAY,
prisoner, who gave the name of "Al- ing the great disaster at San FranSEPTEMBER 8.
fonso," was taken to the city bastlle, cisco in April. Three Leant it til Illusbut was later released on bond, to trated songs and about two thousand
Delegates to the democratic con- await a hearing Tuesday morning.
fist of iniving idcture film of sixteen
be
in
to
held
vention
this city next
different subjects that are both seri
Saturday, September 8. were elected
ous, sacred and comical, wm be
WILLIAlOEMrHETl
in every precinct in Bernalillo counltistrated by powerful electricity.
ty Saturday night.
More than 100 pupils called at the
12,
In Precinct No.
held in the city
BEATEN AND ROBBED Central High school building Saturbuilding, and presided over by John
day for the purpose of registering, alS. Beaven, the following delegates
though school does not open until
were elected:
F. H. Moore, J. H.
g
tomorrow. This is a
Wroth, J. B. McManus, 1. F. McCan-n- BY THREE UNKNOWN
THUGS-RENDE- RED
number for the city's schools. The
O. N. Marron. Summers Burkhart,
UNCONSCIOUS-OTH- ER
new pupils are from inanv different
Raymond H. lister, Sam Neus'adt,
POLICE COURT
A. A. Trimble, J. S. Beaven, E. V.
states and thow quite a cosmopolitan
NEWS.
juvenile population.
Chaves, Paul Tent sen. J. H. McCutch-eoTranquelino Chavez. A. B.
Assailed by three unknown thugs,
BARGAINS IN LOTS.
beaten over the head with beer botL. T. Deluney, W. S. HopeLevel inside buildings lots in Unitles, revolvers and fists, and nibbed
well and M. P. Kelly.
versity Heights, San Diego. Cal., the
James McCorrsiton presided over of $6, all the money be had with him, city
that Is growing five times faster
was the experience of William
prethe meeting in the twenty-sixt- h
any. and the first port of call
an employe of the Rio Grande tiiany
cinct, which was held in Justice of
n
canal; $I5o and up,
the Peace Craig's office, when the fol- woolen mills, residing oa North onenthfit; ofli Panama
lowing delegates were elected: James Fourth street, while on his way home terest; nodown, balance easy, no in)its in beautiful
McCorriston, I. 11. Cams. A. Bor- last night from a saloon formerly Ko.--e Hill court ami
Modjegka park,
ders, Thomas Ioherwond. A. It. Mc- known as "Pat's Place," in old town. Iax Antilles.
$imi and up; you name
Temple says he does not know who
Millen, J. A. Skinner, J. I). Emmons,
t'rius. Ten acres alfalfa in King's
R. L. Wooion. K. II. Dunbar. W. E. bis assailants were, anil think., r,,i- - the
county, Cal.,
aire; flu down,
Sharp, John Donne!!, Geoige Edick, bery was the only motive, as he has in month on thean entire
ten acres,
George Geigoldi, Clarence Hudson, no known enemies. He stated that and income from alfalfa while
ytm
just
he
after
had
left
Koiber,
Montoya.
Alcario
the saloon, after are paying for it. See agi :it for (l iblen
Jacob ,
the
Traction
company's
L).
F. Gill.
Krank Klrster,
cars bad
Realty company and map at W.
.stopped running, and had proceeded Mate
P. Metcalfs. 321 Wst Gold avenue.
Returns of the Nelson. Gang fight about 100 yards toward Railroad
We are the people tm; ina u'ura'ed
be received at the Club pool hall'enue, the three men rushed out of the
$1 down, $1 a week plan tha- - enMonday afternoon.
No. 211 Soutftjthe darkness upon him, and began abled thousands of wage
earneis in
Second street. .
beating him over the head with beer Loh Angeles to own tht-:own nouses.
The fall term of the AHiuquerque
public schoniB opens tomorrow morn-inat 9 o'clock ; today, Iabor Day,
binn a legal holiday in the schools
as well as elsewhere.
Registration of unclassified pupils,
the few who did not register Saturday
took place at Superintendent Clark's
office this morning and showed that
the attennance this year will be the
largest In the history of the city's
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five-one-

six-on-

THERE ARE DIFFERENT GRADES
at different prices, but each" is as good furniture as
can be built in'its respective line.

t

11

Mlhsrt Fzthorl
MS

308-31-

'

'If you are not a patron
And will only give us a trial,
We'll do your work so neat and nice
You can not help but smile.

o

six-tw-

PILSENER BEER
Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company
Colo. Phone Blk 93

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY

New Home Sewing Machines
STEEL BALL BEARINGS, NONE
BETTER OR PRICES COMPARE

French Dry Cleaning for ladies'
garments a specialty. Second hand
clothing bought and sold.
Goods called for and delivered.
Tips, Plumes, Laces and Fancy
Wiork dyed any color.
Auto Phone 270.

BORRADAILE

& GO,,

Don't Dispute with a Woman, '
Especially, If she tells you to order
eack of
'
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (if you should
get tne order), that you could
And it, for erery first-clas- s
bandies EMPRESS. Ton Trill aJhray
find good bread, rood biscuits, go
pastry and most Important of aH
good cheer to greet you when rM
come- home for your dinner. Try M.
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress at
all others.

School Books

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N. M.

FOR

For Pf ompt Service, Courteous Treatment

School Books of all kinds
and School Supplies...

And Carefol Dispensing, go to
The Busy Little Drag Store
at 1 17 Wst Railroad Avenue

CO TO

R

0.

ff

Williams Dfttg Company
A. MATSON & CO. The THE BLUE FRONT
Both Telephones,

202
j

Wet

Avenuu

FRENCH BAKERY
213 WEST RAILROAD

Stationery
Kodak Supplies
Lowest Prices

AVE.

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors
UTTER NDT

1J

FINK LINE OF

Better

Than

Home-Mad-

e.

.

C VICES

2

Always on Hand.

X

1IHBAD

'

.

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

000Oee00000

1

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES

Convenience - Comfort - Security

Huyler's and Lowney's Fine Candies
The telephone
makes the
duties lighter, the cares less,
and the worries fewer.

11-

Don't Get the Impression
that Ixrause you can buy a cigar for
five cents It's no good. ' Truth Is It's
made to sidl at that rrlco retail at a
very small profit for maker and deulr
Tho White Lily Is good from rucuta
tip to smoking end. A box of fifty for
will prove this to your own very
rca: sallsfacUoL.

record-breakin-

n,
y,
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117 West Railroad

scceecos

Railroad Avenue

K8H08K3MRIB

ut

av-w-

117 Gold Avenue

.

serts

Tein-pleto-

292

Atito. Phone

.

a,

J

N. M.

ukec Jealous

e

l

Albuquerque,

Railroad Ave.,

0

AGENTS

BROWN'S CLEANING AND "PRESSING WORKS
109 and Three Aces, Silver Avenue.

n

'
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On Account of Today Being Left Last Night For a Trip
a Legal Hollday-T- hc
West. Taking In Several

DIFFERENT

EVENING

n,

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.
IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
Day sod
Night School

JlltllinilPltAllfi RllClnPCC
rtlWUUVl JUV VU4I1IIOO

Pt1tn
VVIIll,

Library

3

BuUd,ng

Fall Term Opens Monday, Sept. 3

A.
'3'l

The St. Elmo
IOSEPH BARNETT, P,op'r.

120

West

Railroad

Avenue

J. RICHARDS

WEST RAILROAD

O

O

O

o

Finest WHsLjs

.

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

j

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOM

'

O0i0'!ec.

Bookkeeping
Commercial Arithmetic Shorthand
Commercial Law
Business Practice
Typewriting
Penmanship
Banking
Manifolding
Spelling
Business English
Correspondence
New Management
Added Equipment
Competent Instructors
Fair Treatment
Reasonable Rates
Our courses are arranged to be completed In frotn seven to nine
iiiotit.'is dept'udinx upon tn energy and Industry of the student. Why
spend a longer time? The piace to train for a Dullness career Is la
school, where a specialty Is made of the work. We secure
d busiuo.-igood positions for our graduates.
Write or call at the school lux XuU
Information. Address
s

W.
?

ST.

ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS COLLEGE

Mllllkmn, Principal

A'btiquaraum.

Mw

Mmmleo

3

(
I

ALBUQUERQUE
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CIllZEN.

EVENING

REAL ESTATE TRANS-

UN ON MEN WON'T WAIT IN PARTY

PRISON

FERS

IP

RIGHTS. SAYS SAMUEL

MONDAY,

AUGUST

JOR

Month Was Equally as Good
as July If Not

Better.

i

PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERATION OF LABOR EXPLAINS WHY
TRADES UNIONS ARE GOING INTO POLITICS NOW INSTEAD OF
MOVETHE PRESENT
FORMING A PARTY OF THEIR OWN
AMERICANS
THE WORST
MENT MERELY AN AWAKENING
THE ENGLISH LABOR
PARTY RIDDEN PEOPLE ON EARTH
WHAT THE UNIONS HAVE DONE FOR THE WORKVICTORY
ING PEOrwE.

FIRST

arty regardless of what their party
(By Giles Gardner.)
stands tor.
Special Correspondence.
"The tntth Is the trade union conWashington, D. C, Sept. 3. union gress appointed a committee
nnd calllabor's new political atchity does ed It the labor representative corn- not look to the formation of a labor niit tee, the duty of which was to try
secure tne election of labor men
party. .nat is the statement of Sam-I'to
parliament, regardless or party,
American
Gompers,
head of tiie
nel
and wherever that could not be done,
(Yderation of Lalmr.
to secure the defeat of those who
The purpose of the movement, says stood
uostile to labor Interests of
Gompers,
labor
to
is
tane
have
Mr.
Great
As a matter of fact.
Britain.
helping
labor's
class,
as
a
action
In many districts where the members
possible
defeating
when
friends and
of the liberal party were returned,
Its enemies, irrespective of party.
were returned only because of
"
"This is not a new move on the they
'
support which tney received from
lir JS'i
,t 'ff tm
part of ine trades unions of America,' tne
men,
versa.
vice
labor
and
said Mr. Oompers. "It is simply that the"If labor is to wait until the millen-ium- ,
some of the cobwebs are to be swept
if we are going to wait until laway from the minds of those who
is new. As long ago as in bor elects a majority of the legislaChink
frU national convention of 1 88ij. the ture and a governor and then a presiAmerican Federation of Labor de- dent of tne United States, who shall
clared uat the time had arrived appoint t..e Justice of the supreme
when the working people should de- court of the United States I am afraid
cide upon the necessity of united ac we are going to wait a long time."
"Trade unions don't propose to
tion as citizens at the ballot box.
rt
"Those present were urged to sup-- , wait so long a time to secure
Improvement In their condien Independent political move-terlament or workingmen. At numerous tlons. They want and will have them
labor conventions held since then now and In ihe continually recurring
similar resolutions nave neen passea. near future, we will resort to pou- Presldent Gompers says tnat the tics whenever it will bring us adpresent movement is merely an vantage, whenever it will bring the
watrening. Ihe unionized labor peo- labor movement a step further."
ple have lately come to the concluIn speaking
of labor's grievance
Gompfrj-i- J
sion that they t,ave been trifled wUa against
the party in power and parj
ty members and leaders of the two ticularly
the republicans in congress
.
great parties, and that they must take Mr. Gompers
said:
K more aggressive stand for the eleclabor get
"What did organized
tion of men who will represent their
Interests. This awakening of the from conzress? It was interested in
providing for
labor interests first gave evidence of several bills; it argued, presented
xt the demand of organized labor bill for the annexation
slavery in Hawaii,
Its widespread character and determ- data, attended hearings, when the child labor laws have been placed the abolition ofaccomplished.
When
-- totnto
hnniia nf nur several and
it was
ined purpose in the presentation of a session came to an end what was tbeu,,,
which Porto Rico became annexed to the
bill of grievances to President Roose- result of this work? There was noj8tntes. It is our movement
bill, the antl- - BPek8 for the final and absolute aboli- - United States the old Spanish law
velt, the president of the senate and result. The eight-hothat any effort of two or more men to
the speaker of the house of represent- injuctlon bill, and other bills tending tion Qf chJid labor.
'
to the riehts and lives of men. women
atives last winter.
woo nnr fixinrAtion which se- - secure an increase of wages was a
"Labor has never yet formed par- and children, had again been juggled cured to the seamen, for the first conspiracy to raise the price of labor
ties or undertaken to form one but with, but none of them passed and time in history, the right of owner- - Through the action ot tne American
we
secured its
what the contral has been wheedled there was no prospect of any satis- ship in himself; the right to quit his trades unionists
out of their hands by a lot of fad- factory action on any of them at the work when his vessel was in safe change.
dists, theorists and self seekers," con- next session. The game Is an old harbor.
"We have secured lion laws which
tinued President Gompers, "and thus one."
"Who defeated the Philippine bill? guarantee a man bis wages when he
pervtTted from Its true labor inter- has worked. The breaker boys who
it is the boast of Mr. Gompers that Who but the members of the Cigar
no work in the mines of Pennsylvania
,
,
rpv, ,
union labor has already demonstrated Makers International union?
,u ablll,y t0 make and unmake the but the representatives of the trade were liberated through the miners'
we-- law strike and the public conscience was
party candidates and has a unions secured the eight-hoPresident Gompers says that It is;reSula,r
long liSl Of laWS gOOd laWS to US which was put upon the statute books ;B0 shocked that one of the best child
m0t.Va in mnn that thera la
of President labor laws in the country was passed
by the proclamation
Sail Mr-- Gompers:
abor party In Great Britain. The re-in Pennsylvania.
Over tnirty years ago the trade Grant. The whole story in Itself
ent Klrenehenln
nf hi labor eroun
law extended to the
"In addition to these our unions
accomplished, he unionists secured the establishment the eight-ho4n nnrllament
was that have secured laws covering mining,
says by concerted and Independent of the bureau of labor statistics In several states of the union
It was the first acompllshed without political action? safety appliances, pumps, car coup
action on the part of union labor vo-- j Massachusetts.
"Trades unionists by their political ling laws to protect railroad men from
bureau of the kind ever estabiistieu
lers. President Gompers said:
being smashed between the cars
"There Is no worse nartv ridden in the world. Since then bureaus of action abolished slavery In Hawaii.
people in the whole world than are labor statistics have been established Hawaii would have been annexed to which they are trying to couple; laws
the United States, with slavery exist- for blowers to carry off the dust from
te peop,e of the United States," said in many states.
"It was the demand of our federa-part- ing there, if it had not been for the the polisher and the buffer in the
Mr. Gompers. "It is nothing but
party, party your party and tion which compelled many states to representatives of the American Fed- works and In machine shops, together
inspectors
of factories, eration of Labor who insisted upon with others too numerous to
Bay party.
It is the abomination of establish
an amendment to the then pending
American politics. Men vote for their shops, mills, mines and tenements.

TEN

DAYS

I'

f

Most Important Sale Was Transfer of William Harper Property
to Graham Brothers.

ma-po-
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Party Prison

'
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Though considered
the
dullest
month of all the year, usually, August
proved r better month for Albuquerque real estate dealers than July by
a huge margin. The sales for the
first ten days of fhe month were even
greater than the first ten days of
April, whicn was considered a boom
month, but the latter part of the
month fell down woefully.
The most Important sale for the
month was where William Harper
transferred a piece ot Railroad avenne
property to Granam Brothers for iv
uOO.

tract;
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POLITICS

BALLOT INSTEAD OF THE

CONDUCTED IN

of the Trades and Labor
Assembly of St. Paul, Minn.
There are numerous reasons why
the wage earners, organized and unorganized should go into politics.
.The activity of the National Manufacturers' association and Citizens' alliances In their effort to defeatlegis-latlonurge- d
by the organized workers
Is one, and this alone should arouse
the toilers to the danger that threatens them, for what effects the union
man will eventually effect the non,
union man.
During the last session of congress
not a measure advocated by labor became a law. Corporation Interests
bad them killed, amended or burled
tiy antagnostlc committees.
It is said that legislation in behalf
of the organized tollers would be
class legislation. But is not politics
In the Interest of class? Are not near
ly all laws for the benefit of class?
No Interest that Is not represented in
law making bodies, state or national,
can hope to secure measures that will
.
benefit it
There Is not a representative of
Lawyers
labor in congress today.
there are by the score, bankers, professional politicians and perhaps a
few farmers, but those who create
s,
legitimate wealth, the
must depend on others to legislate for
them.

President

wage-earner-

SAYS THE
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LABOR VOTE
IS

By FRANK

New methods are necessary If the
labor union is to survive the on-- :
alliance of the socialists, who are in
slaughts made upon it by Its enemies,
Since the employers, by building
up unions of their own, have flatter-It y'
X
ift i: a .:v.
ed us by that Imitation which la con- siuerea tne sinceresi iorm 01 iiaiiery.
we must also realize that our past
ifi
experiences have enabled them to
avoid many of the obstacles that confronted us In the earlier period of
our formation. We blazed the way.
By following it the employers have
been enabled to do in a few months
what has taken us years of patient
endeavor to achieve.
Once ihey met our organized ranks
with unorganized resistance, but even
then their financial superiority prevented the advantage from being as
G. C. COLLINS.
great in our favor as it would otherthrough poThere are two million trade union wise have been. Again, capital
has
influence, which
voters in the United States.
The litical
a potent force, our
trouble has been to get them to rote ever recognized as
have mitigated the advant- as a unit. If thev can be brought to employers
GILBEi.- - W. DICKSON.
age of our superiority in numbers.
do so there will not be so many milLabor's salvation lies In entering country.
lionaires In the United States senate, politics
Let us remember that compromise
in
unit.
and in voting as
so many corporation-controlle- d
memusing the lerm pontics," l use u m nag always been the mother of trag
,
bers in the house of representatives. Its broadr
sense, devoid of partlzan-kdyami that all the favors the work
Capital must treat the organized ship. I feel that laiior cannot con- - ers have
received irom their masters
workingmen fairly or the result will sistently be republican
or democratic, in all ai's have but made them the
bo to drive them to socialism, and, but must ut all times be latjor. 'ine innaiiitants
of a slave world. The
perhaps, revolution.
trade unionist who places his cause capitalistic masters of our time ste
above mere party politics nas already on the wall the handwriting foretell
enjoyt'd a glimpse or tne ngnt wnicn mg tiie doom of their class. When
will lead us out of industrial bona- - me wage worKers snail become so
age.
educated that rney, too, wtu organize
The time .or the boycott and the ior unity of action, ooth industrially
bludgeon has passed. The timo for and politically, that day is the day
the ballot nas arrived. We have only "lien Bliall sound the dea'h knell of
IN
A
to look to New Zealand, where pauper- me capitalistic class.
I am a socialist, but I do not car
ism has been wiped out of existence
by labor innuenee in politics, to see, what name you ive to the principles
1
advocate.
what cau be accomplished In this

f

J. WEBER

JEST

business Agent

Milwaukee
of the
Federated Trades Council and the
Wisconsin
Stats Federation of
Labor, and General Organizer of the
American Federation of Labor.

f

POLITICS

' '

The submitting ot the bill of
grievances by members of the Amerl- can Federation of lbor to Messrs.!
Hoosevelt, Frye and Cannon has been
tbe means of disseminating among
the organized workers the fact Chat
through the division of their votes
between, the republican and demo- cratlc parties their influence lnov-ernmental affairs In practically noth- lug, and that the "labor vote" Is real- Jy a Jest in American politics,
Up t the present time organized
FRANK J. WEBER.
labor h ; accomplished little or noth- lag In politics, for the reason that try are Justly discontented with poli-l- t
has IikJ little or no definite Idea tital and industrial conditions. Their
tit what it wanted to obtain through demands for their iuherent rights and
oUllcal action. When the working- - for Justice are becoming so insistent
men of the country- - have a known and that these things cannot much longer
common object in view, one that can be denied tbein.
te underbtood by all, the means of.
pbtaining it will not be dincult to tin '
Ak for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
The masses of our state and coun- - BREAD and take no other.
i

p,

'

j
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BRUNSWICK HOLD3
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION
St. John. N. B.. Sept. 3. The an
exhibition, which
nual International
will remain open uutil September 8,
was opened Saturday under the most
favorable auspices. It is considered
the biggest exhibition ever held In
eastern Canada. The agricultural ex- -'
hibit is larger than ever before. There
are also a number of special features
of great interest, like an automobile
show, a bench bIiow, a display of air-- I
ships and of wireless telegraphy, not
to mention the usual attractions, in
the form of races, contests and oiher
forms of entertainment.

NEW

s

Jamaican Lady Speaks Highly of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the superintendent of Cart Service at Kiug- ston. Jamaim. V,.Kt Indies Islands.
sav that she has for somn years used
Cough Remedy for
Chamberlain's
coughs, croup and w hooping coukIj
and has found it very beneficial. She
has iinnlicit confidence in it and would
not be without a bottle or it lu ner
home. Sold bv all drugyists.

A

II.

August
Katherine P. Heald and
usband to Charles Kaufman, lot 10,
block 15. Huning Highland addition;

II.

August i Mary Weidner to Charles
Kaufman, lot 5, block 6, Huning Highland addition; $1.
August 8 David Weiller to Byron
h. Ives, lots 3 and 4, block 5, Baca
addition; 11.
August 8 Rupert F. Asplund and
ife to G. L. Altheimer, lot ti, block
University Heights; fl.
August 8 Herman K. Gauserelt and
ife to .vlrs. Lena M. Lithgow, lot y,
block 29, Huning Highland addition;
August 13 E. C. Fuehr and wife to
ioyil B. Moore, lot 3, nlock 19, Huning

BY GILBERT W. DICKSON,
President of the Federation of Labor,
Detroit, Mich.

By G. C. COLLINS

;

August 7 J. D. Emmons and wife
to Chas. ivaufnian, tots 10 and 11,
nlock 28, and lots 7 and 8, block u,
Huning Highland addition;
i.
August 7 J. E. Tingley and wife to
half
of lot
Kaufman,
Charles
south
and nortn haif of lot 5, block 4,
Huning High.and addition; II.
August 7 W. H. McMillen
and
Kaufman, lot It),
ife to Cnarles
block 31, Huning Highland addition;

Ml).

BOYCOTT OR BLUDGEON

THE INTEREST OF CLASS

1.

to
August 6 uhas. F. Whittlesey
Edith M. Whittlesey, lots 1, 2, 3 and
4. block 42, Hunlng Highland addition; 1.
August 6 Kittle M. Hope and husband to Ambroslo Candelaria, lots 1
and 2, and the north 19 feet of lot 3,
block D, Atlantic & Pacific addition;

t

cu

following

August 1 Floyd B. Moore et ux to
Anna L. Hayes, lot 6, block 19, Hun-inHighland addition; tiO.
August 2 Louise Yager to R. P.
Fox. lot 5, block D, Highland addition,
south; S5u.
August I Clara M. Fergusson ami
husbuud to Cha. Mann, a piece ot
land in Old Albuquerque,
between
Santiago and Warren streets; $500.
3
August
A. L. Martin to Levi
Latz, lots 4, 9 and lit, Mock M, and a
piece of land in block W, Eastern addition; 250.
August 4 Hannah Harris and husband to John A. Laughlin, an undivided one half interest in fractional
blocks 1 and 2, Rodey and Bratlna

ur

.

the

The record shows

transfers:

l

lgliland addit.on; fl.
aukus: 14 Clara M. Lantz and bus
an.l to Charles Conroy lot 7, block
,
Huir.ne Hignland addition; fl.
August 14 L'. McClellan and hus
band to L. L. Albers, two pieces of
land in urecinct No. 5; 13,000.
Auuu.u 10 A. L. Martin to uernara
Murphy, the west 142 feet of iot i,
block 8, L.twis & Simond3 addition; II.
August. 16 burety Investment cum- nany to t. r . rteuer, lot zi anu
block 29, Perea addition; fl.
August 18 Surety nvestment com
nanv to Kutn May rsorweii, iois
and 0. biock 8, Perea addition; fiuu.
August 21 Lloyd Hunsacher to W.
feet of land In block
C. Warlick, 47
C. W. Lewis Highland addition;
i
Aueust 22 victor E. Wall and
wife to Frank O. Losey, an undivided
f
interest In lots O and H
Dlock J, Mandril B. & K. addition; fl
August 22 A. Simpler and wife to
Adolfo B. Baca, lot 1, block C. Simple
d(i. ilon. No. 2. 150.
August 23 William Harper and
wife to Ike H. Graham et al, lot 13,
block 15. New Mexico's Town conv
pany addition, fl6,000.
August 24 Juan A. uarcia ana wue
to Ruth May Nowell, lots 6 and
mock 54, Original lownsite; fl.
August 24 Peter Brody to Joseph
Badaracco, one lot on Tijeras avenue
In city of Albuquerqu.', 25x107 feet

i,

one-hal-

51,(111(1.

August 2a Teresa
Heyn. lots 3S2, 383
, P. Arniiio Sl jros.,
August 25 Isabella
to Fred E. Armentraut
B.

nd 7, block
11.500.

August

4,

Pratt to Fred

and 384, bloc
audition; i.
McCauley Lee
and wife, lot
Kort-r- u
addition

Gub E. Gustafson and
Lumber an
company,
lots 1, 2, 3,
Planing Mill
ml 5. block A. Atlantic & Pacitl
addition;
August 27 Geo. W. Wakefield and
wife to Mary tvreifels and husband
two tracts of land iif Old Albuque
que; f4,000.
August 29 Martha Berger and hus
band to romag Griego, a piece of lan
situated north oi the city of Albuque
due: t300.
August 9 Czar W. Bailey and wire
MERCHANT TAILORING
to Arthur M. t,ailey, south one-hal- f
of lot
ot lot i and north one-hal- f
UKSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST block 18,
Eastern addition; fl.
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
For any disease of the skin we can
recommend Chamberlain s Salve.
relieves the Itching and burning sen
My merchant tailoring shod Is u
sation instantly and soon effects
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad av
nue, where I solicit the patronage of cure. This salve Is also invalual
the public. All work guaranteed fir st for sore nipples. Any druggist.
mts, as I have had fifteen years' ex
perience in the business. . Suits made
to order, clothes cleaned, pressed an
repaired. The specific I use will not
injure the clotu. Indies' garmen
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to onlr. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI.
Ilo youlieeptbest'tints in your lace
It vim lire one ot tne wise women w n
Well Worth Tryirj.
use
W. li Brown, the popular pension
HagaiTs Magnolia Balm
at torm y of Pi'titield. Vt., says: Next
to a pe: usion, the best thing to get Is
venrs younjji
Dr. Kin; ,'s New Life Pills. He writes. we know you look ten
many of your luiliburs who a:
"They Keep my family in splendid than
icully younger than you arc.
health
Quick cure for Headache,
I'rwv 7s dot. Solil ly ull dru'ials.
Consipation
ami Biliousness.
25c.
(iuiiiante. d by ail d: Heists.
Ife

The BEST
of all Liniments
n Use For Over

60 Years

BOOiMEKS

I

o

SEPTEMBER 3, 1908.

11

to tne Superior

The p5nk and

white of youth.

MEXICAN
MUSTANG
I LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT.
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
EXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
I MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
I MEXICAN
MUSTANG
I LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
fi

G

13 a oncic
it
WHEN

nr.Ai.niv
APPLIED TO CI TS

AND ALL OPEN WOUNDS.

For

PAINS

DEEP-SEATE-

APPLY THIS LINIMENT
FREELY AND Kim I'.AKD.

cures ocick r.ncA":;:
IT PENETRATES

niiCK.

NO PAIN SO DEEP THAT
IT CANNOT BE REACHED
nnd ROUTED BY THIS OLD
TIME-TRIEREMEDY.
GOOD FOR STIFr JOINTS
WOUNDS. AND ALL OUTWARD AILMENTS of DOCS

JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS & CHAFES.
2.1c, oOc. and $1 a COTTLE.
HEALS OLD PORES AND
ULCERS PERMANENTLY

WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.
CURES SPAVIN, AND IS
EQUALLY GOOD for RINGBONE & HARNESS SORES.
SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.'
CURES SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
PAINS OR BRUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.

TAKE

NO SUBSTITUTE.

GREATEST

EMERGENCY.

LINIMENT KNOWN.
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.
QUICKLY HEALS BURNS
AND SCALDS.
The POOR MAN'S DOCTOR
FOR ALL INSECT BITES.

IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS, CHIL- - '
BLAINS, OR ACCIDENTS

OF ANY KIND.
POSITIVELY Cures PILES
HAS BEEN TIIE STANDARD LINIMENT for OVER
SIXTY YEARS.
GOES TO THE VERY CITADEL OF PAIN AND PUTS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.
NOTHING has EVER BEEN
FOUND SO GOOD FOR
FROST-BITEIT GIVES
SURE AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

KEEP IT WITHIN REACH.
FOR RHEUMATIC PAINS,
INFLAMMATION, STIFF '
JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Etc.

FEW DROPS,
FEW RUBS
AND THE PAIN

A
A

13 GONE.

YOU COULD'NT BUY A

BETTER LINIMENT IF
TRIED IT'S THE
BEST, AND NEVER FAILS.

YOU

GOOD FOR MAN, BEAST
AND POULTRY.
CURES SORE THROAT.

PUT A TEASPOONFUL IN
A HALF GLASSFUL OF
WATER & GARGLE Often.
ALSO RUB THE OUTSIDE

WITH THE LINIMENT.
TRY IT ON A SPRAINED
LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.

PENETRATES the FLESH.
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AND A POSITIVE CURE.
MECHANICS NEED IT ON

THEIR

WORK-BENCH-

.

FOR PAINS ACHES
SOKE MUSCLES.

AND

THERE IS NOTHING SO
RUB IT IN WELL

GOOD.

The LINIMENT of our

Forefathers.
The Breath of Life.
Cut .this out and take it to any dru?
significant fact that the store and get a free sample of Cham- strongest animal of its size, the gor-- , berlain's Stomach and Uver Jaiiiets.
Ilia, also has the largest lungs. Pow
These tablets are far superior to any
erful lungs mean powerful creatures. ul'.ls. being easier taken and more
How to keen the breathing orirans pleasant In effect. They correct uis- right should be man's chiefest studyorders of the stomach, liver and bow
I.Ike thousands of others. Mrs. Ora A. els. All druggists
Stephens, of Port Williams. O., has
Citlzen Want ads bring results.
learned how to do this. She writes.
"Three bottles of Dr. King's
JfF?l AND WOMEN.
stopped my cough of two
years and cured xue of what my
i
ti., (.r unauturtl
i. rUiu $4ttoba,
friends thought consumption. O, it's
i' ".Ul!UUS or til CfAltuUA
f
nin oui himibran.
grand for throat and lung troubles."
i vr,
mi m; atlrip
Price, r7JVHliSl!M (C
Guaranteed by nil druggists.
e:. or
Ut.
ClKSiMUTI.S
5nc and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
""2 JWolU hj lruBli
It's a

y

i i

t

A

Citizen Want ad does the work.

Try one.

iNQii'j'

l

Jr Ot Vftit

M

ID pi4)T

oo.
ti
oriuitiiK
Circular

i.h

ripper.
d. (or
;
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mtmtwtnm.-uui-

CITIZEN.

PAG 2 8 EVEN

SATURDAY S GAMES.

Complete House Furnishing
15 OUR SPECIALTY
Pillows 60c and up
Comforts $1.25 and up
Toilet Sets $2.90 and up
Blankets 90c and up

Carpet 30c and up
Rockers $1.25 and up
Iron Beds $2.90 and up
Stoves

,

sec-ion-

all prices

Odd Size Window Shades Made to Order a Specialty
GET THE HABIT

O. EMMONS

The Furnlturo Man
Corner Coal mnd Boeond Bt.
Weet mnd Viaduct

Boston. Mass., Sept. 3. A new ma- Jor loRKtie record was established by
the American league Saturday when!
Philadelphia defeated Boston 4 to 1
In a
game lasting nearly
five hours. Only on one occasion so
far as recorded has this number of
innings been exceeded.
In 18!T n same between Fargo and
0tani! Forks at Devils
N. D..
lasted twenty-fiv- e
d
Innings. The
longest game on record prior to
the game today was the Harvard-- I
In- -'
Manchester game of twenty-fou- r
nings played in Boston Common two
years ngo.
Only three major league games approached the present record, each
having lasted twenty Innings.
The score:
R. If". E.
Philadelphia
4 15
2j
1
1 15
Boston
Batteries:
Coombs and Towers;
Harris, Carrigan and Criger.

A QUESTION

2

i

Mr. Wage Earner! WhatU your most valuable asset?
Is it not your time? When sick or disabled your
wages soon stop and expenses are increased. Insure
your time as well as your life in the Pacific Mutual

W1:?

The
fans that went out to Traction park yesterday afternoon saw a
ball game what Is. The score was 3
to 2, in favor of Cavanaugn'8 Brownies, but It wasn't much more than a
scratch that it happened that way.
Santa Fe had the best of the scoring
up till the eighth inning, and at that
stage of the game It looked as thougn
the the Brownies would get a dose of
tne same medic.ne that they handed
out to the old timers a couple of
weeks ago, when the heavy hitters
cani' down from Santa Fe to share
In the defeat.
When the Browns
went to bat in the eighth ad they had
10 snow tor seven innings
of hard
2(M)

'

f

FOR

COVE PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS
THE ONLY
TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION
THEM
MOiiEY. WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR? LET
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS. US

T.E

Albuquerque Carriage Company

American League,
Albuquerque, N. M.
At Detroit
R. H. E.
3
7
3
Detroit
St. Louis
0 4 l,
B. SCHWENTKER,
Batteries:
Schurz and Schmidt;
Manager for New Mexico mnd Northern Arlmonm
Powell and O'Connor.
N. T. Armljo Bids.
Room
Wrlte For Agency.
A t flnvcliinH
IJ II V
Cleveland
7
8 1
Chicago
0 3 3
Batteries:
Rhodes
Bemls; Louisville
and
i
Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
Walsh, Smith, Sullivan and Towne.
At Columbus
Monday, and get Is back Wednesday.
At New York
R. H. E. Toledo
1
Imperial
Laundry Co.
Washington
4 10
2 Columbus
New York
5 9 3
At Milwaukee Minneapolis Miiwau
Batteries:
Smith and Warner; kee game postponed; rain.
Clarkson, Hogg, Kleinow and Thomas.
Western League.
Second game
R. H. E.
R. H. E.
Washington
At Sioux City
3 10 2
THE SHORT LINE
1
8
2
New York
5 11 2 Sioux City
FROM
1
8 10
BaterieB: Patton and Wakefield; Omaha
him to second, and he scored on
Batteries Newlin and Freeze,
George parson's long hit into tne cen- Orth and Thor.ias.
and Gonoing.
At Chicagu
R. 11. E.
ter garden. Santa e's second run
Denver Pueblo game at Denver was
8 10 0
was made in the sixth. L. Anderson Chicago
1
5 2 postponed on cccount of rain.
hit a hot one past Corhan at short St. Louis
To
game at Des
Des Moines-LincolBatter:es: Brown and Kling; Thomand stole second anU third on ForMoines was postponed on account of
syth's error on a drive by rettus, as and Marshall.
wet grounds.
St. Paul, Minneapolis, Huluth
scoring when Ortiz retrieved the ball
National League.
after catcng Bell's long fly. The
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION.
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
AND THE NORTHWEST.
ball came bounding into the diamond
5 5 2
and because nobody got in front of Brooklyn
Holding
Small
Claim.
3 10 7
it, made a graceful dive Into the div- Philadelphia
(No. 701.)
Batteries: Eason. Mclntyre and Rit-te- r;
ing tank. Score:
Lush and Donovan.
Department of the Interior, United
SANTA FE.
At Cincinnati
R. H. E.
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
AB. R. H. PO.A. E.
7 12
To
2
G. Parsons, c. 4
August 25, 1906.
1
1 Cincinnati
1
1
0
9 19 2
D Anderson 2b 4
4
1 Pittsburg
0
0
3
CHICAGO.
No! ice is hereby given that the fol
MINNEAPOLIS,
1
Batteries:
1
1
L Anderson 3b 4
2
Ewins. Hall. McLean lowing-nameST. PAUL, FORT DODGR
claimant has filed notice
0 13
0
0 and Livingston; Leever and Gibson.
Pettus, lb ... 4 0
WATERLOO,
DUBUQUE.
GALENA,
1
1
0
4
0
Piatt, If
At New York
0
R. H. E. of his intention to make final proof
FREEFORT,
ROCKFORD.
Bell, cf
0
4
0
0
2
0
0 Boston
7
4 in support of his claim under sections
The
finest train service to the above
1
3
1 New York
W. Parson, ss. 4
0
0
7 10
2 16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
also to New Orleans, Mem01
4
1
1
0
Arcia, rf
7
Batteries: Dorner and O'Neil; Mc- - (2G Stats., 854), as amended bv the points;
phis,
VIcksburg,
Evansville, Ind.;
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
I.opez, p
3
0
0
0
0
0 Ginnitv and Smith.
470), and that said proof will be made Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jacksonville,
Fla., and all other points in
Western League,
2
before . the
35
Total
United States court
i 24 12 51
south and southeast.
At Des Moines
R. ILK. commissioner
at Albuquerque, N. theTicket
Office, 805 Ceventeenth St.,
Des Moines
ALBUQ (JERQUE.
6,
on October
1906,
.3 12 1 M.,
viz.:
AB. K. H. PO. A. r. Lincoln
E.
.2 5 1 Manuel
Chavez.
adniinistrat- - Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON,
1
1
Corhan, ss. . . . 3
3
5
Batteries: Cicotte and Wolfe; Zack- - or of the estate of Antonio Jose
1
Commercial Agt
fi
McDonald, c... 4
0
0
0
Chavez, deceased, for the small hold-l- l
0 ert and Rogers.
Clancy, 2b. ... 4
At Sioux City
3
5
R. H. E. i'ng claim No. 701, Sec. 25, Twp. 7 N..
1
3
1
1 Sioux City
Graham, cf. . . 4
0
PIONEER BAKERY
6 17 3 K. 2 E.
Gallegos, if. . . 4 U
3
0
0
0 Omaha
He names the following witnesses
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
5 11 0!
Conroy, lb. .. 4 0 (t 13
0
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
0j Batteries: Jarrott and Hess; Dodge to prove bis actual continuous adverse
0- 1
Ortiz, iT
3
1 and Bender.
0
0
possession of said tract for twenty
1
Forsyth, 3b. ..3
0
CAKES A SPECIALTY.
1
0
2
At Denver
R. H. E. years next preceding the survey of the WEDDING
Nye, p
3
1
0
0
0
0 Denver
2 4 3 township, viz:
We desire patronage and we guarJuan Apodaca. Valencia, N. M.;
Pueblo ,v
5 14 1'
antee first class baking.
32
Total
3
9 27 li
6
Benito Armljo. Valencia, N. M.; Po- - 207
South First Street, Albuquerque,
American Association.
licarpo Sanchez, Peralta, it. M.; Mell- Score by innings:
At Kansas City:
ton S. Otero. Peralta. N. M.
Kansas City-S- t.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
game postponed; rain.
Any person who desires to protest
Santa Fe
At Toledo
against the allowance of said proof,
A'.buquerque ...
x 3 Toledo
1
or who knows "of any substantial rea- - LIVERY. SALE, FEED AND TRANS
Summary: Bases on balls Corhan. Columbus
FER STABLES.
.
,1
.1, l
0 unn
Double
plays Coman to Clancy;
.
. 8 Ial'u,, . MHorses and Mules Bought and Ex
m,
t 7
At Milwaukee
Clancy to Conroy; W. Parsons to D. Milwaukee
changed.
8 proof should not be allowed will be
Anderson. Struck out By Nye 5. Minneapolis
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
2 given an opportunity at the
Time 1:36. Umpire Hale.
Second Street, between Railroad and
At Louisville
time and 'place to
Copper Avenue.
1
the witnesses of said claimant,
In the tignth inning Clancy made Louisville
2 and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
the most spectacular catch of the sea- Indianapolis
THIRD STREET
Second game
that submitted bv claimant.
son on L. Anderson's Texas leaguer
fly.
5
MANUEL ... OTERO,
Albert went after the ball at a Louisville
1
Register.
whirlwind pace and reaching above Indianapolis
his head made a back hand catch.
All Kindt of Fresh and Salt Meats.
NOTICE.
SUNDAY'S V.AMES.
Gallegos and Graham feo; three hits
Notice Is hereby given that the unSteam Sausage Factory,
dersigned has been apolnted executor
National League.
each yesterday.
At Chicago
EMIL KLEINWORT.
. H. E.
cf the last wiu and testament of Wal-larNye struck out nve batters yester- Chicago
Douglas, deceased, by the pro Masonic Building, North Third Street.
2 6
day and only permitted
5 7 1 bate court of the county of Bernalillo
four hits. St. Louis
How's that for a blacksmith.
itattenes Pfeister. Reuhlbach ami and terrltorv of New Meilcn. All
Moran; Bebe and Nealon.
persons having claims against the
Corhan was the only man that walkTHE CELEBRATED
said estate are herebv notified to file
ed yesterday and nobody got a base
Amercan League.
the same In the probate court of the
At Lnicago
on a dead ball. Lopez didn't have a
r. h. E. county of Bernalillo. New Mexico, or
'
single strike out to his credit.
wlth the undersigned executor within
J J5
f
1
6 1,one year from the date
herof.
Batteries White, Towne and Sulll- C BAI DRIDGE
At El Paso yesterday Morencl beat van;
Bernhard
and
Bemis.
the'
of
Executor
by
Clifton
Last Will and Testa- a score of 4 to 2. The
ment of Wallace Douglas. Deceased.
Saturday game went to Clifton by st
1
8 0 Dated August 13. 190G.
a score of 12 to 4.
.
Detroit
4 ,.
rv,
Batteries
t
Pltwj nn.i V.VU11U1 , u n- ..I he Browns
Bottled In Bond.
and the Santa Fe Grays van and Payne.
are at 11 aeain this afternoon f:i,
legos is pitching for the Browns and
American Association
and CURE TNi LUNGS
At Kansas City
Bell, an unknown, is on the firing line
St. Paul
for the Grays.
WITH
Kansas City
Distillers.
Second game
Wlllium1 Indian Pile
FRANKFORT, K.Y.
ointment win cure Hllnd. St. Paul
Bleeding
and Iu:ulnir Kansas City
Piles, llabst
the ttimnru
ulluya the luitiluK at omo. acts
necond Kiinit
fa a poultice, gives instant re-- . St. Paul
4
Price
MELINI & EAKIN
Dr.
Willloms'lndhin
PilBOin.
mm
. .
....
Kansas City
Dipnt U nmiMKifl fn. i
CtlCHS and
a
60c $1.00
FORI:
U inn of the private purts. Kvery bo la At Louisville
Sole Agents.
Free Trial.
Indianapolis
u
ipt of prire. M cent
A Ibuquerque, N. M.
ff
Surset ana Uuickest Cure for all
MANUFACTURING C9.. ProP,ie,;ial?dH.mi
Louisville
!!'.!'."!!'. 11 THROAT
Automatic Phone, 199.
and LUNG TB.CTJB
Second game
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.
I.ES,
or HONEY BACK.
Indianapolis

u

.

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine

at. P. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Casting; Ore. Coal and Lumber Care;
Pu Uys. Grade Bart. Babbit Metal; Column, end Irom

Works

rillu

Repair en Mining mnd Mill Machinery m Bneolmlt
foundry cut side ot railroad track.
Albiqeeree.

S

H.

u.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Gnral Building Supplies
SCREEN DOORS

COLORADO

Both Phonei

Third and Marquette

Lightning Hay Presses at Veiy Low Prices
"

cur ioaa

lgnminR presses and In order to son

01

'

j

m

,

t, m

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

J.

jLiiiiiiuiiiti a i
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work and hard hitting, too, was seven
nice round goose eggs. Several times
they had men on the bases and as
many times did tne goose eggs result
trom stupid base running.
In tne
sixth Inning, especially, did th? town
boys show this weakness. McDonald,
the oldest head in the game got first
on an error and then tried to steal
second without doing any stealing.
All Cap." had to do to safely filch
the bag was to go into tne dust, but
"Cap" didn't slide and Anderson put
a high throw on his head. To sweeten this bunch of grapes, the next
three batters up got singles and witu
any kind of base runnings the game
should nave been won in the Inning.
As it was Conroy and Ortiz made infield pop-upami the Inning closed
with Clancy, Graham and Gallegos on
the bases.
In the seventh inning, the Browns
passed out in one, two, three order.
g

FOUR OFJ
EM
TAKE A

WALK

-- J

above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

Meat Market

j

.

O. P. o.
WHISKEY

"

j

iu

..,

KILLthe COUCH

Dr. King's

PIL

llm

wm

i

frerrq

1

.1

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

agi1s.

Hfrag,

aeffltxy&v

ooeooooeoooooo

IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBl'QL'ER-- i
II si., AT THE JUNCTION OF THK
I1V
i JB (IF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
tLST AND WKT FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO.
I.OS ANGELES. AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1 .OdCi
BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE I OTS "5x
140 FEET, LAID Ol'T WITH BROAD hO AND

But in tne eighth things were doing
for the town boys. Little Hoy Corhan
was the first iniui up and "Binger"
took the count. McDonald went out
on a little tip-uto first. -- Binger'

?

STREETS, WITH ALLEYS

1

20
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The Belen Town and
provement Co.

re

tzrsrz

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

"j

Thos. F. Keleher
PAINTS,

OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, otc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Caen paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.

A. SLEYSTER

7.

DP TO DATE SIGNS
208 WEST 8ILVER AVENUE.

W. E.

H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.

Furniture packed and crated; gaso

MAUGER

WOOL

REAL ESTAT-ENOTARY PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telepnone. 174.

L

A. LUCERO

T.

INSURANCE.

with ltaaoe

&

Mauser.

Office, 115 North

Pg

u-- u

8t

M.

RANKIN & CO.
TOT! e Oft AD I

Next to Walton's drug store, Sout
Third street.

Dealers In Groceries, ProrlsJons, Hay4
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liqson
and Cigars. Place your orders tan
this line with tit.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

0. W. Strong's Sons

A. E. WALKER,

8TRONO BLOCK.

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building
tlon. Office at 217 Weet RaRroM

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrrte
Santa Barbara Cemeteries

avenue.

M.

and

MONUMENTS
N. Becond St., Bota Phones.

201-21- 1

fffV

DRAG0IE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco. mn4
All Klnria r.t Croak Maat
200 North Broadway, corner of Wul
ington avenue, Albuquerque. N

's
0KC00
0c000e

A

Railway Center

ALL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN.
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND 60UTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
ONE-THIR-

D

oe

K000eOO)0OOOC
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TWO-THIRD-

Sec'v.

First

I

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATES,
LOANS.
I
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bnlldlm. '

S.

Im-

!

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

line and gas stoves repaired--

IUI.

WM. BERGER,

""USKJttlS

203

OSX

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townstte

JJHfi BECKER, P.es.

c

.A.

TO BELEN, N.

j

The Belen Town and Improvement

FEET WIDF

TABLISHMENTS; THE BEI.EN PATENT ROLLER
HILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS. ETC
BEI.EN IS THE I .A RGEST ShiPPING POINT FOR
M IJ!, FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE. BEANS AND HAY
tJ! CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
lli GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
itlE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

:

3Sal!

mOa

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

WITH BEAUTIFUL I AKE AND PUBLIC PARK
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE
TREES;
PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING 11G.000; CHURCHES-COMMERCIACLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ES-

a

dtTt

GOME

Its
Location
Ell.rji

Corhan Took the Count.

Discovery

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

1

agB633tw

e

0

H;iMiini;IUHiiHiiijl

hung around tirsi until Clancy drove
tne ball into the left garden. Piatt got
under It. but let the kaiher slip to
terra firma. Corhan cut second and
third and was racing down toward
the box oflite before the ball was recovered. Plait threw tie ball to the
plat , Imt
Binger" beat it out hy a
nose. While this was going on Clancy was racing down to second. To
catch the nun that caused all the
trouble, Parsons threw the ball down
to second, .be throw was bad and
nefore ti e ball had been r co.ered.
Galli-goClancy had
hit a
fast one past second base and another parachute aact nsiun by the
'rays permitted ano'h r run the one
;hat not (be money.
Siinta Fe played' fas lull, but Lope, was touched up pretty lively while
the Santa Fe hud bitters loublnt
so mueh as get a loot: in on "Bill
Nye's" bho-t- ii and slants. Four lit"
scratch niu wer,. all those bad Ancients po-- Ken HIi!"
couldn't
hit Nye's evaiviiu-s- .
However, the
lojj ir ::n tb( n.irth ttiaile one eariud
run. It
in the ttiird in.iiiu'
when Area filched a little bungle
past second base. Lopez eacriijeedi

e

KORBER & CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albnqnerqse

V3SKMS

123456789
00100100 02
00000003

Clancy Made a Spectacular Catch in
the Eighth Inning.

.

Corner First Street and TUeraa
A venom
-

occccccoco

is Central R.R,

3; SANTA FE 2

11

"Ufa

...

Prices.

per year for ten years in case of total disability.
$10.00 per week when disabled by accident.
$10.00 per week sick benefits.
Loan values commencing second year.
Cash or paid-u- p
insurance at end of 10, 15, or 20 year
period.
Total cost, age 25, only $4C30.
Other amounts In same proportion.
For particulars address or see

y

AND

at Reduced

A $2,000.00 policy provides
$2,0(10.00 in case of death.

1

"BILL NfL" DELIVERS THE GOODS
BROWNS SHOW SLUGGISH
BASE RUNNING
BASE
BALL DOPE.

...

Harness

r.

ALBUQUERQUE

Vehicles

hZ
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1
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ALBUQUERQUE

EIJHT.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

MONDAY,. SEPTEMBER

30 Dozen

PERSONAL

OUR SCHOOL SHOES
ARE RELIABLE

We want to get your trade and we want to keep it.
We are ever ready to show our goods and quote prices.

mto

2

2k to Sk

I

Fine Suits
Fine Shoes

$1.00

opening.jjj

$1.00 to $1.85
- 1.25 to 2.25
1.40 to 2.50

11

for School

,

you.

8k to

School
Caps

50c

They are made In factories where every condition Is perfect to
produce them In large quantities at the lowest price.
Qur Idea is to give you the best values for your money and to

pleae

oys7

five-roo-

mey are gooil, honest, all sslld leather shoes with plenty of stylo
and good fitter.

190.

THE BALDWIN RECITAL.
today In the United States and would
"The organ concert was a success
It be wise to so apply It? at tne
Congregational
church last night In every way. Prof, Baldwin's playing
proved a good drawing card. The was wonderful be fairly entranced
Other things too
auditorium of the church was well the audience." Utlca Saturday Globe.
Dr. Baldwin plays at the Presbyterian
filled, men being much In the majorfor the boys
ity, as the subject was of vital im- church on the evening of September 6.
portance to the sterner sex. The ar
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
STEWARD-LAMMADAM
AN
showed
guments of both speakers
NOUNCES A DISPLAY OF 8TREET
thorough preparation.
TUESDAY,-SEPTEMBEHATS
4.
The Browns are strangers. See
Lenard Skinner, the San Antonito
page five,
saw miller, who was operated on for
FOR
SALE.
Mrs. M. U. Otero went to Bernalillo cataract of the right eye about three
At a bargain, a
brick
today to be tho K't. of friends.
weeks ago, is out of the hospital and house; all modern conveniences. Ownmounsignaling
to
the may return In a few days
his
The bTock system of
er wishes to leave city. Inquire at
approach of trains Is being Installed tain home and place of busines.
420 West Coal avenue.
at Iximy.
Miss Mary Menaul. the musician,
WHY PLANT THE SEED VARC. C. Hull, the Santa Fe ageni hi has returned from studying her chosChallender, outwest, Is in Lhe city on en art In Germany, and is stopping IETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
APPLE"
ORCHARD
at the home of Attorney and Mrs. K. "SEEDLESS
business.
on sale this week
N. W. ALGER,
AT SMALL COST?
Mrs. C'uas. White was able to be W. D. Bryan, on Park avenue, where 124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.
puby
former
her
'
may
she
severe
a
seen
Illness
be
about today after
pils.
with typnoid fever.
your
suit
GENTLEMEN Order
Homer H. Ward, manager of the now and be well dressed fair week.
Traveling Territorial Auditor ChB3.
Put your boy in a
V. SafTord Is in the city from Santa Albuquerque Cash Grocery company's Two thousand fall samples to select
THNE
store on WOst Marble avenue, who from. NetUeton Tailoring Agency,
Fe talking politics.
pair of our wear deHot Springs for 114 South Third street.
Attorney Felix Lester is among the was at the
hands, has returned
Albuquerque lawyers attending court tryslpells of the reports
now
fying Douglas School
CASH
Just shipped from
himself
to the city, and
at Los Lunas.
For grain sacks, all sizes. Our wagin pretty good condition.
Hon. li A. Miers, who was in the
New
York
in
time for
Shoes, and watch
and son, ('has. on will call for them. E. W. Fee, 602
city several days, was a passenger R.,Hon. Chas. R. Kurtz
Jr., who have been in the terri- South First street. Both phones.
school
north this morning.
them wear worth
tory the past several weeks on busiAsk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Damine, prom ness and pleasure, left last night on
Every
style
kind
no
and
BREAD
and take
other.
$3.00 but sell at
inent people of Holbrook, were Albu- their return to Columbus, O. Mrs.
querque visitors over Sunday.
Kurti and daughter are spending the
immaginable.
COLD
ROOT BEER.
FEE'S GOOD
Jim Sing, the San Domingo restaur summer In the city.
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
ant keeper, is In the city assisting
The monthly business meeting of
the locals to observe Labor day.
the Ladles' Aid of the German EvanMiss Bessie Baldrldge has returned gelist Lutheran church will take , THE HIGHLAND LIVERi
BAM BROOK BROS)., Prop:
to the city from visiting to Colorado place at the home of Mrs. Aug. Krae-merEleventh street and New York LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
points during the summer months.
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
Rabbi Kaplan, who has been spend avenue, on Wednesday atternoon,
'
The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
ing the summer in Denver, Is daily September 5, at 2 p. m.
T. W. Carroll, one of the
at special rates on week days.
expected home by the members of
No. 112 John St
officials of the Postal Tele- Auto Phone 604.
Congregation Albert.
company,
who looks after the
graph
secretary
private
Miss Clara Olsen,
department, Is In The city
to Governor Hagerman, is in the city electrical
with
local oftoday
on
business
the guest of Miss Holmqulft, deputy fice. Mr. Carroll came the
at the
in from the
district clerk.
south and is on his way to Chicago.
Mrs. Frank Murphy and children,
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
arJohn Hughes, the carpenter,
family of Conductor Murphy, who
A choice line of Imported Goods Dimorning
Elmendorf
rived
this
from
visited friends at San Diego, have re
rect from Italy.
to spend Labor day with his mother.
turned to the city.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE
brought three live coons with
Johnny
we handle the best
The offices of the University him. He has been doing a little trapHeights Improvement company will ping on the lower Rio Grande while meats and a full line of choice groand
be moved about the middle of the building houses for the Socorro com- ceries.
LOMMORI & MATTEUCCI.
month to the Cromwell block.
pany.
Owing to today being a legal holi
Ingalls, special
Judge hilsworth
day the meeting of tho city council, agent for the department of the inte-lor- ,
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
which should take place tonight, will
on Indian depredation claims, who
AND EXCHANGED
be held tomorrow night.
has been spending his summer vacaOffleo
Association
Mrs. Q. W. Johnston, who has been tion visiting with relatives in Kan
Transactions
attending the Leland Stanford univer sas, Ills home state, has returned to
Up-to-Da- te
Guaranteed
sity at Palo Alto, Calif., during the his headquarters In Albuquerque,
here today.
summer, has returned to the city.
ROSENFIELD'S, 1 1 8 W. R. R, Ave,! Next Door First National Bank
20S West Cold Avanua
What do you think of this? Agent
B. C. Martin, the district manager
of the Chicago Canyon company, with T. E. Purdy received a message from
headquarters at El Paso is in the city. the operator at Rio Puerco this morn
He is a brother of W. E. Martin, or ing, saying: "Oil burner No. 930 is
going into Isleta to get oil, as she
Socorro.
Mi Ms Etta Clinton, who visited Miss could not oil up here this morning on
R. Rowland at Las Vegas the past account of the oil In the tank here
month, has returned to tne city. Miss being frozen." How's that from a
Clinton is a teacher in the local pub summer climate?
lic schools.
The Pentecostal mission, located at
Forty-foIndian boys and girls No. 120- South Fourtu street and con
arrived last night from Laguna to en- ducted by Messrs. Sparks and Griffin,
ter the local United States Indian evangelists, sulinilt the following fi
school, which began its winter session nancial report: Total income for the
month of August, $06.50 ; expenditure
this morning.
same month, $81.60, net expenses
Regular meeting of Mineral lodge for
i8.4(.
mission, by these figures,
No. 4, Knights of Pythias, tonight at Is not aThe
very profitable proposition.
S o'clock.
Business of importance The books of the mission are open for
"
and work in the first rank. 3. E. Inspection.
Newcomer, K. R. S.
The union printers of Albuquerque
Mrs. Solomon Luna, her motner, met
yesterday and elected officers for
Mrs. M. R. Otero, and Mrs. J. M. the ensuing year as follows: PresiChaves, have returned
from Long dent, Walter J. Davis; vice president,
COLORADO PHONE 74
AUTOMATIC PHONE B46
Beach, Calif., where they had a cot Thomas Hughes; secretary-treasure- r.
tage during the summer months.
Frank T. Strother; sergeant-at-arm- s,
The Labor day picnic to Glorieta, George Crane; executive committee,
to have been given by the Sunday J. W. Sylvester, H. W. Stevens, C. R.
schools of the city, has been aban- Shade; delegates to Central Labor
doned. The necessary
number of union, H. W. Stevens, F. W. Killie,
We guarantee, quality and prices to be right try some Diamond Edge Tools and
passengers could not bp secured.
Thomas Hughes.
Cutlery they give satisfaction
Rev. Herman J. Powell, who will be
parade
At the conclusion of the
the
remembered as a former pastor of the Duke City banu, a new musical organFirst Methodist church, is in the city, ization, serenaded 1 ne Evening Citistopping at the home of Mr. and Mrs. zen office, by playing a number of the
C. D. Goff, of 628 South Arno street.
late popular musical nieces, with an
J. H. Hatcher, Albuquerque agent attention to technicality and detail
Express company, that showed ooth organization and
for the Welis-Farghas returned from a three weeks' excellent training on the part of the
jaunt over the east, visiting many of ldlvldual members of the band, and
the important cities east of Kansas clever leadership of Bartolo Ramirez,
who organized the band.
City.
Edward Watklna and family, for
J. B. Rutherford, manager for the
Capital Life Insurance company of years residents of Gallup and vicinity,
Colorado for western l'exas and New are in the city. The Gallup Repub
Mexico, returned to the city
last lican, In commenting of their depart
night from a policy selling trip to the ure, says: "Mr. Watkins expects to
make a tour of northern Mexico and
northern part of the territory.
Mrs. N. T. Armtjo, and daughter, southern Arizona before choosing a
Miss Lela, and son. Nick, who epent permanent location for himself and
the summer In southern California, family. He will visit Douglass, Bis- -'
have returned to the city. Nick will bee, Cananea, Hermoslllo and o:her
go to Roswell in a few days, where large towns in the southwest.
Captain W. E. Dame, who retired
be will enter the military school.
Mrs. Charlotte O'Brien, the millin- from the position of clerk of the Sec
er, is expected home this week from ond district court on September 1,
St. Louis, where she has spent the lett last night for Collma, Mexico,
season visiting relatives and studying where he will resume his duties as
the styles of ladles' bats to be in vogue manager of the Collma Lumber company. Miss Holmquist will be in
the coming fall and winter.
John and James Hubbell, sons of charge of the district clerk's office
until the arrival of Mr. Venable, tbe
Hon. and Airs. F. A. Hubbell, leave newly
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers,
and Harappointed clerk, who expects to
this evening for Roswell, where they
Mexico
mid
arrive
New
in
about the
will resume their studies at the New
Presses.
vesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons,
Mexico military academy.
This is dle of October.
On Saturday afternoon
the grim
their second year at the academy. '
Guns and Ammunition.
Winchester Rifles,
Mr. and Mrs. Byron H. Ives are en reaper saw fit to take from its loving
parents
son
little
Mr.
and
of
tbe
tertaining for a few days Miss Lydla
L. Moon of Glen wood, Iowa, wno has Mrs. Oakey Clifford, 325 East Carroll
been appointed to an important post avenue. Death came after onlv a
North First Street
uon in tbe store department of the brief illness. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Sooth First Sirect
are receiving the deepest sympathy
Santa Fe at Point Richmond, Oal.
many
from
friends.
their
The
funeral
The debate between Rev. Barron took place
yesterday afternoon from
and W. P. Metcalf on "Can commun tue immaculate
churcn.
ism as pratlced by the early Christian Interment being conception
in the family
.church be applied to the church of burying grounds made
at Santa Barbara
cemetery.

LOCAL. AND

1

3,
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30 cts.

j
'

per pair

each

well-know- n

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
WTien
purchased at F. F. Trotter'a
grocery store, axe tare to tiring the
right flaror to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

JUST RECEIVED

SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

-

Furniture, Stoves, Dishes

Enamel ware

AT SPECIAL PRICES

F. F. TROTTER
Noe, 118 and 120 South Second

street

Speelman

R.R.

T. Y. MAYNARD

r

DURING THE DULL. SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
REPAIR TOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSEST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARB
PLACED IN VHE VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WOuK FROM OUT
OF TOWN, WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WA. TRY US.
Hickox-Maynar- d

New

Mexico's

Co.
Leading

Jewelers

80UTH SECOND STREET.

THE ARCH FRONT.

ALBUQUERQUE

MM IEIE & fHfc9 (UJE13
115 NORTH FIRST STREET

CO,

HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

HARDWARE.

HARNESS

HARDWARE

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

GO,

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

ITT

E

Rakes
Mead Hay

Shot

THE

Diamond

Palace

4

i 4 4 4

4

fc fc 4

4

4 44444 4

4

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

We invite

fc fc 4

401, 403

U3, H5, IJ7

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass. Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
--

Whitney Company

o

SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING
TINNING

ALBUQUERQUE

vou are In need of anything In

Hardware, Ice Cream Freezers, High Grade
Enamelware, Pocket Knives, Crockery, Tin
ware, etc., call on

ur

The

4

--

fr 4

4

fr 4 4

--

fc

fr

4

You want the longest wearing, best
fitting and nicest looking stockings
for your boys and girls; the kind that
is dyed with absolutely fast colors and
as near holeproof as it is possible to
make them. This means our "Black
Cat" brand; 12ic; 15c and 25c. C
May's Shoe Store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.
TOO LATE

M

Mcintosh hardware company
(Successors to E. J. POST

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

A National bicycle; was taken
from Elks opera house yesterday,
Any one finding same will please H
return to store of Wtlller & Ben

hhDORA. for Autumn. This U tU
most nobby hat on the market. Price

I

19

Weat Gold

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

T PARAGON TROUSCXS

oocoooooooooo

See Display

jamin.
SALE Furniture of five room
house, call at 114 South Arno street
Sale commences Tuesday Sept. 4.
FOR SALK St. Claire hotel, 20 furnished rooms; must sell on account
of sickness. Good chance to make
big money durlug fair. J. G. Forten-bacheFOR

$4.00
3,00

1IT

OurWindow

o

EASTERN CAN OYSTERS, THE
BEST, AT THE CITY MEAT
MARKET, JUST RECEIVED.

122
8. Second

WALKOVER SHOES

& COMPANY

FOR CLASSIFICATION

i.OST

STETSON DERBY
YOUNG'S DERBY

gearing

Furniture Dealers

g

GEO. W. HICKOX.

&

oceoooccooooo

Aik for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
BREAD and take no other.

rd

fill

MJ
Cenvartmenl

Jflf

215 West Rallroaol Avenue

DURING THE MORNING HOURS
HALF RATE WILL BE GIVEN TO
LADIES ONLY AT THE BOWLING
ALLEYS, 118 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
A

Ask forJAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

VH

ALBUQUERQUE,

KREAM
J

XXX474XIXX-?X-X-XXXTXZXXXXXZXXXXXXX-

.

NEW MEXICO

M

k.

